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THE PILOT IN COMMAND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE AND PROPER
OPERATION OF HISIHER AIRCRAFT
AND IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
THE PILOTIN COMMANDTOOPERATE
THATAIRCRAFTINCOMPLIANCEWITH
THAT AIRCRAFT'S PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOKANDOTHER OFFICIAL
MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.

Ma1ibrrMimg.s Magazine

Another Flv-Out Planned
"We all had so much fun flying to
Aspen that I simply have todo something
as a follow-up . . ."
So Bill Prymak is gonna do it again
-this time, to one of his most favorite
flying destinations, the Outerlslands of
The Bahamas, the Family Islands.

Bahamas), where you will experience
exquisite diving, world class dining,
and some of the prettiest pure white
beaches you have ever seen. If you seek
world class service with color TV,
boutique, and body massages, you will
IoveClubMed. Billcan arrangediscount
group prices . . . or,

Bill has flown to every Bahamian
island with an airstrip on it over the last
28 years, and has agreed to organize a
flyout from Hilton Head immediately
following the convention next Fall. His
knowledge of the islands will ensure a
safe and exciting trip. Some parameters
to consider:

(2) Toan adventurous remote nearly
deserted island with only 10 cabins and
I00 miles of untouched beaches. Here
we will not have air-conditioning, but
you have superb reefs for snorkeling
right outsideyour cabin,untouched wall
diving for the scuba-inclined and diving
for conch in five foot waters.

Trip must be at least four days,
preferably six, to allow for a weather
down-day and to truly get into the swing
of the Outer Islands.
Two types of trips can be planned:

You can spear your own lobsters and
explore beaches and remote islands no
tourist ever sees. And we do not see the
scourge of the Islands, the TAXI, for
your bird is parked right alongside your
cabin.

(I) Toanelegant resort (ClubMed's
Columbus Isle on San Salvador, one of
the most beautiful islands in the

Dining is principally lobster,
grouper, and, ah. . . the conch chowder
and fritterscan't get any better. There is
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running water, indoor plumbing, and
wonderful native people to befriend you,
but don't look for telephone, TV, and
other amenities found at Club Med on
San Salvador. And if you are not
comfortable with a short 2,000 (paved)
strip, then you have to land 12 miles
away and be transported by van to the
resort.
Club Med can handle any amount of
airplanes, but our adventure island has
only ten cabins, so if anybody is
interested, choices (by majority vote)
should be agreed upon as early as
possible to make it all happen. Either
choice will include a flight down the
Exuma Chain, 150miles of hundreds of
cays and beaches displaying the most
dazzling colours you have ever seen at
100 ft above the deck!
Please use the enclosed preaddressed postcard to respond to Bill's
invitation to the post-convention
Bahamas Fly-Out. The sooner, the
better! For further details, call Bill
Prymak at (303) 469-1 153. MMOPA

Maiibu*Mirage Magazine

Surviving In Water
I was recently on my way, on a
beautiful January day, from AUS to
MKY (Marco Island, Florida). I was
going to try my usual Saturday morning
trick of cutting the edge off Florida
through the Eglin and Tyndall Air Force
MOA's below Tallahassee.

Dick Perschau
President and Board Member
Dick started flying around age 12 and
got his private license at age 16. He
remembers falling asleep in Paul
Poberenski's garage while his Dad,
Uncle Vern and Paul talked about
setting up an "Experimental Aircraft
Pilots' Organization".
Dick entered the Air Force after
medical training, became a Flight
Surgeon and flew over 2,000 hours in
fighter squadrons with time in F-100s,
F-4s, F-11ls, F-105~,F-5s, F-18~,F104s and the F-16. He recently
"retired" to a USAF Reserve
consultant in Anesthesiology after 27
years of active and reserve service.
Currently in active practice in
Anesthesiology in Austin, Texas, Dick
is in partnership with two others in
Malibu 4377A. With about 2300
civilian hours and about 300 in the
Malibu, he considers the Malibu "one
of the sweetest airplanes he has ever
experienced".

It usually works based on my
experience of many flights between
Texas and Florida. But, aline of serious
level 6 thunderstorms became obvious
to block my near shore excursion to
Cross City, Florida.
The controller offered the obvious.
Direct to MKY via a deviation skirting
the southern building edge of "the
ominous to 50,000 feet stuff' taking a
greater angle off the Florida panhandle
via an over-water route. A piece of
cake, a clear shot to the destination.
Thereupon, a sudden nagging inner
voice called upon my aging
conservatism.
Just a little outside the Malibu glide
distance, Gulf water temperatures
probably in the 60's this month, no
flotation gear on board and passengers
in the back.
A thought entered my mind from
John Mariani's last refresher course test
- "the gear spontaneously falling out
may be the first sign of an engine fire"
(consuming the hydraulic lines)! Then,
where is your 2.3 glide ratio, Malibu
pilot! I turned back.
Sitting in a lousy, smoky FBO in
southern Alabama, I had some time to
reflect on numerousmilitary sea survival
courses that I had been required to attend
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- while second guessing each new flight
service voice about the "hazardous"
weather before me. Lectures and
experiences returned to my mind. I
would like to share some of them with
you.
I have been over the Pacific four
times in an F-4, and the most impressive
thing about that experience was seeing
how much water is out there! I could
not envision how SAR would ever be
able to save or find us in a one man life
raft - a dot in a vast sea.
We had a lot of great equipment and
training for surviving in the water. But,
what do we as Malibu pilots in today's
general aviation environment have going
for us when we ditch in water?
Part 9 1 really only requires an ELT
when within gliding distance off-shore.
Actually, most General Aviation water
ditchings occurjust afew hundred yards
off-shore. We have had aMalibu and an
Aerostar ditch successfully this past
year.

The Malibu ditched a short distance
from an oil rig in the Gulf, and stayed
afloat for seven minutes. The Aerostar
ditched a mile off a Mexican shore with
a pilot and crew unbelievably prepared
with equipment and training for the
event - both of these episodes almost
ended in disaster.
Survival in the water with your
Malibu comes down to some basic
events: getting out of the aircraft with
passengers and equipment before it
sinks, preventing drowning, and
avoiding dying from exposure
Continued on Page 6
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Presidenf's Comer Cont'd from Page 5

(hypothermia, sunburn, dehydration).
We have about a 60-80% chance of
.surviving the ditching, but far less than
that of surviving the aftermath. So what
can we do as good old Malibu pilots, to
increase our survival odds?

Also, think of what a few brightly
colored garbage bags could do for you
tucked in your Malibu jacket. They
could make a flotation device, a rain
gear, an exposure garment, a signaling
device, a sail, a water collecting device,
a solar still, a tent, a shelter, a bag, a you think about it!

Flotation Gear
The first sensible thing to avoid
drowning, and death from rapid heat
loss in water, is to get out of it. Each
aircraft occupant should have a life vest
that can be inflated - preferably after
exiting the aircraft. There is gear now
available that not only does this, but also
will hold your head up, if unconscious,
and keep your neck warm (remember
60% of heat loss is from your head and
neck).
Some of these devices will inflate
upon entering water, and have signaling
devises built into them like strobes,
mirrors, flashlights, and flares. Great
stuff. But, hanging in the water in life
vests requires the SAR guys to fly down
low (500') in order to see you, which
reduces their search area capability.
Time is inversely related to survival most downed pilots are successfully
picked up in the first few hours. We
need to give the SAR effort their best
shot.
The best is to have a raft. This will
allow the SAR to get up to 1500'. And,
with knowledge that you have signaling
devices on board, they can cover your
area above 2000' - much better to find
you. Rafts are like sailboats.
T h e bigger the better.
But,
considerations for space and weight also
have to prevail in the compromise for
the Malibu. Get a good one - a raft is
your very bestfriend in water survival.
Remember to tie your raft to you - you
will never catch aflotation device blown
by the wind.

Collecting anddistillingurine, breath
moisture, sea water and what ever liquid
available could prevent death from
dehydration - one of the enemies of
water survival. Drink what ever safe
water you have when you are thirsty.
Don't drink urine or sea water.
We need about 2 quarts of water a
day. Don't severely ration or conserve
water initially. It's better to keep lucid
in the early hours and days of SAR
attempt when the chances of rescue are
best. Forget about food.

Exposure
Time of Useful Consciousness in
water is almost exponentially related to
temperature (like hypoxia at altitude).
If you can't get out of it, don't move.
Unless you're within a mile from shore
in 50degree water, you will probably be
incapacitated by hypothermia before
swimming to safety.
Swimmingcools the body 35% faster
than holding still. Conserve heat. Leave
your shoes on, huddle with your
passengers, curl up into a ball or in
warmer waters, float in a prone position
in order to conserve energy and keep
your head and neck out of the water
(remember the grcatcst heat loss area is
the head and neck).

Conspicuity
After you survive the ditching, the
aircraft exit and water entry and make it
into your raft, is a bad time to realize
that you were too near sighted to invest
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in some survival and signaling
equipment! Pilots down have been
missed and over flown by just a few feet
because no one could see them. The
GPSLORAN, flight plan, and mayday
call are great, but they just all sank to the
bottom of the lake.
A portable waterproof ELT is worth
its cost. There is an American SARSAT
or Russian COSPAS satellite passing
over you in North America several times
a day just looking for your emergency
ELT signal.
A friend of mine flies to a remote
Ontario lake each summer in his
amphibian. He files a "missing aircraft
report" for the day after he anticipates
returning home, and cancels it when he
safely gets out. Creative and smart.
Your transceiver in a water proof
bag is invaluable. Remember not to
point the antenna at the aircraft you're
talking to. And, a few extra batteries
sure are helpful. A signaling mirror
(obtained from an ArmyDJavy Surplus
store) can be seen 20 miles away. The
military type have a hole that you can
aim through to your rescue aircraft. A
flashlight, flares, and strobe can be seen
for miles at night.
The bottom line in survival is the
"will to survive". The "will to survive"
is a lot more confident when some prior
thought, planning, preparation, and
investment has preceded the event.

Idea Exchange
Is anyone interested in my setting up a
M*MOPA Malibu Bulletin Board on the
Internet toexchangeMalibu ideas, findings,
parts available, etc.? Please let me know at
recorder 5 12-328-071 1, FAX 5 12-32861 15, or e-mail RAP23@AOL.COM. I
think it would be a valuable session to meet
on the "Net"' perhaps once a week, or even
ongoing, to chat "Malibu Talk". Let me
know. MMOPA

MalibuMrage Magazine

man whojoinedM*MOPAto learn more
about the aircraft! Gary is president1
CEO of an advertising firm.

Peter & Sondra Welles
N812RW
Baltimore, MD

Plans are moving forward for our
5th Annual Convention & Fly-In and
we're pretty excited about it. You'll be
hearing more about the programs we
have planned, but in themeantime,mark
your calendars for October I I - 15,
1995 for the Hilton Head convention.
I'm hoping these new members can
join us:

Gary & Lorri Saunders
Groton, CT
Gary is the manager of piston sales
at Columbia Aircraft Sales. He has a
wide variety of ratings including ATP
and CFIAI. Welcome!
John & Barbara Panarites
N888CD
Springfield, MO
John is the new owner of a 1989
Mirage. He is president of a company
that manufactures truck suspensions.
John was referred to us by the folks at
Falcon Insurance.

Gary O'Neil
Manchester, NH
Gary, and his copilot Jane Tyson, is
currently a Piper Dakota owner who is
going to move up to a PA-46. A wise

Peter comes to us by way of Derek
Windle of SkyTech, Inc. and SkyTech
graciously paid his first year's dues.
Peter owns a 1988Malibu with spoilers.
He is an investment manager with
Emerging Growth Advisors, Inc.

Terry & Terese Winson
N111MK
Camarillo, CA
Terry is the owner and director of his
company, AVEX, Inc. He's the new
owner of a 1989 Mirage. Terry has
graciously volunteered for the
Membership and Safety Committees.
Thanks, Terry! We'll be in touch.

Dana & Pamela Hunter
N9094X
Anaheim, CA

first Convention! He is a part time
charter pilot and also involved in
Farming. He's the new owner of a 1986
Malibu and plans to install a radar pod.
Robert is ATP and CE-500 rated. He
found out about us through Compuserve.
His Compuserve number is 70455,762
if you'd like to chat with him.

Vern Milligan
N33VM
Castle Rock, CO
Vern is the new owner of a 1995
Mirage. He's retired. Many thanks to
Aviation Sales, Inc. in Denver for this
new member!
As always, I know you will welcome
these new members. Our rolls are
growing still with over 50% of the fleet!
We've come a long way in just four
years.
We'd always like to hear from you
about how we can improve member
benefits. Please call with any ideas you
have.
In the meantime, FLY SAFE!

Dana owns a 1986 Malibu and is a
landscape contractor.
Joe Cain
Houston, TX

Joe is president ofCain ServiceCorp.
and is currently shopping for a PA-46.
Hc joined M*MOPA to improve his
purchase decision - a wise man.
Welcome, Joe, and let us know when
you find the aircraft of your dreams.

Robert & Ricki Lindsay
N2138C
Sarasota, FL
Robert lives at the site of our very
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The following is a direct quote
from FAA Certification
Flight Tests:
(Temperatures are corrected to
simulate a 100 degree F day.)

Your Malibu is eligible to have a TCM TSIO 550C engine installed
rated at 350 HP, derated to 310 HP.

--

'The TSIO-550-C engine is very well
cooled in this installation; qualitatively,
based on my previous experience, it
runs cooler than the original TSIO-520BE engine. MaxcorrectedCHT in MCP
climb is 364 degrees F, giving a margin
of 96 degrees F below the limit of 460
degrees F. Max corrected CHT at
25,000 feet "best economy" leaned
cruise at 262 HP (75% of engine's max
rating of 350 HP) is 403 degrees F,
giving a margin of 57 degrees F below
thelimitof 460degrees F. ...[It] is much
easier to manage in cruise, without the
50 degree F "lean-of-peak TIT
requirement.'

Here is what this new 550C Continental engine will do for your Malibu:
Take off using only 88.5% power (88.5 x 350 HP = 310 HP). The engine is
approved for continuous operation at 3 10 HP.
30 more HP at 75% power (75% x 350 = 262.5 HP as opposed to 75% x 310 HP
= 232.5 HP).
Flying at speeds comparable to your 520 BE engine, the 550C will just be loafing
along with comparable fuel flows and less manifold pressure or lower RPM -which equates to cooler temperatures and longer life.
Flying at normal power settings, with comparable payloads, your Continental
powered Malibu will perform better than a Mirage -- due to approximately 330
pounds less basic airplane weight and a Continental tuned induction system.
The 550C engine is approved to use your same propeller -- the external
dimensions and weight of the 550C engine are identical with the 520BE, therefore
no airplane modifications are required.
The 550C engine has a TBO of 2,000 hours.

The exchange installed price is $57,000 plus tax. This includes new Lord mounts, hoses,
dynamic prop balance, STC and Flight Manual Supplement.

If your Malibu is not already equipped with spoilers, we recommend power pac spoilers.
We can install them at the same time of your 550C engine change for $10,750 plus tax.

What Malibu Owners Are Saying
About Their New Continental TSIO
550C Engines:
"With the 550C engine, at gross weight, I am realizing
a 10 knot increase in TAS at altitude. This number
increases to 14 knots at mid-weight. I used to plan on
a climb of no more than 700 FPM at gross. I now plan
for I000 FPM. I have been using the TCM numbers for
climb and cruise and have been setting cruise power
about 70%"
Gene Quesnoy Visalia, CA, N9122L

"CHT+ oil temperatures are running considerably lower.
The engine runs stronger and quieter than the 5 2 0
David Sra~ffacher,Madison, WI, N7IIXL

"The diagnosis: Cooler smoother and quieter 550C engine
delivers with increased performance during takeoff, climb
and cruise speed and you know . . . this is a winner!"

"Just a note to tell you how pleased I am about the performance
of my new engine. I've noticed asignificant improvement in takeoff acceleration, climb, cruise-climb and speed.

Dr. O 'Farrel Shoemaker, Memphis. TN

I particularly like being able to run the engine at 55% power while
still achieving true air speed of between 175 and 194 knots.
CHT's of 300 - 3 15 degrees and oil temps of 130 - 140 degrees.
I also really like the additional options and flexibility in
performance that this engine gives me.

" 14 knot increase in speed at 75%.

Same fuel flow and speed
at 65% as with 520 running 75%. Runs cool"
Dr. Don Gol&erg, Beverly Hills. CA, N9275Y

The ram cooling kit conversion has also been outstanding."
" I am thankful for your efforts obtaining the 550 STC for the
Malibu. Performance of the aircraft is definitely improved"
Dr. Tom Malloy, Luke Oswego, OR. N922IM

Mike Cheezern, St. Petersbitrg. FL, NlOEY

"At 65% power FL.250, lean of peak; what a feeling to see
operating temperatures in the middle of the green."

"Malibu N9 1362has 15 hours on new 550C engine and used only
1 112 quarts of oil. Engine smooth - increased performance of 10
to I4 knots in the 65% to 75% range. 2300 RPM and 29.5 MP
gives a good quiet 65% power setting. Thus far we are enthused."

Lyle Kallis, Red Deer, Alberta, Canada. N550VK

Howard A. Hennel, Mankato, MN, N9136Z

FAA STC Number SA0038 OAT

Approved to replace TSlO 520 BE with TSlO 550C

We've made afmchan es
at Clark Aviation in or er
to serveyou better...

if

24-Hour Service: We now offer round-the-clock

tion, as Apex Flight Services we will strive to make
that service even better. We are filly committed to the
Malibu line of aircraft and to you, its owners.

...and other things

we have left alone!
service, 7 days a week to better meet your aviation
needs. Our FAA certified maintenance staff is on hand
One thing that will never change is our commitfrom 7 am to 11 pm weekdays to assist you with your ment to you, the Malibu owner. Through our affiliate,
maintenance needs from minor tweaks to major ser- Mid-America Aviation, we have sold over 60 Malibus
vices. We know what a tremendous amount of work since the line was first introduced. Our professional and
knowledgeable sales staff is ready to asI
sist you in the sale of your current Malibu
or the purchase of a new one. Our training staff has trained over 30 pilots and is
recognized by most major insurance carriers. We are approved for both initial and
refresher training.
Call us, send us a fax, or better yet,
stop by and see for yourself how we can
help you with all of your Malibu needs.
We are also a TBM 700 dealer and service
goes into aviation, and how crucial it is to have the center, as well as a service center for the Pilatus aircraft.
right service at the right time. You can count on us to We are conveniently located in Central Illinois (BMI).
For Malibu sales, maintenance and training- You can
provide all of your service needs.
Phillips 66 Aviation Pe?Jiomance Centefi We count on us!
are proud to announce that Clark Aviation is now a
member of the Phillips 66 team. We know that you need
good fuel at a fair price. We are a Phillips 66 Aviation
Performance Center, and we are installing a Cornerstone
AvGas self-service station for your convenience. Phillips
66 fuels are preblended and subject to a rigid quality
control process from the refinery to the aircraft.
AVIATION,LLC
Soon, our name will change too. Clark Aviation
is under new ownership, and this coming March we
1-800-2324360 Fax 309-663-8885
will start to do business under the Apex Flight Services
Bloomington-Normal Airport
name. Not only do we intend to continue the long and
Rt. 1 - Box 21
fine tradition of superior service offered by Clark AviaBloomington, IL 6 1704

CLARK

THISSECTION IS DEVOTED TO LETTERS, COMMENTS, ADVICE AND GENERAL
INFORMATION WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE MoMOPA WOULD LIKE TO

BLANCHARD
l
SHAKE. PLEASE SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO HEATHER
MALIBU*MIRAGE OWNERS
AND PILOTS
ASSOCIATION
l
341 ALBION
STREET
l DENVER,
CO 80220

A Letter To The Editor
Ron Cox's article in the last issue
entitled "TechniquesFor Operating
The MalibdMirage On Short,
Unimproved Surfaces" is superbly
done, and should be required reading
for every Malibu pilot.
Even though you consider
yourself a paved runway jock,
someday somebody is gonna invite
you to that dream fishing camp up
in Canada with nothing but 2,600
feet of grass on an clay base
available.
I've been flying to that very
"dream camp" for twenty years (10
in the Malibu), and with some 60
soft field takeoffs behind me, I
would like to share with the
membership some of my
"memorable moments" and the
lessons and teachings learned
therewith.
First, read and study Ron Cox's
article again -his basic principles
for short, soft field takeoffs are
gospel advise.
My preflight for takeoff begins
before I even arrive at camp . . .
The weight of the aircraft on
takeoff is the greatest "pucker"
factor you will experience. 1dread

FAX: (303) 394-2539

taking off with full gross, no matter how
dry and firm the runway appears to be.
If the nearest paved airport with 100LL
is only 40miles away, why take off with
500 lbs. of fuel when 120lbs will do the
job? There is a tremendous degradation
of performance between a 4,100 lb
Malibu and one 400 Ibs lighter on soft
runways.

feetaway, but I breakground slightly
above 70 IAS (it avoids that wing
dip), drop the nose to stay in ground
effect until 80knots, and then slowly
bleed off 10degrees of flaps, get the
gear up, and concentrate on the
landscape ahead.
Other Lessons
I Have Learned. . .

I religiously have done the Ron Cox
walk down the runway, looking, testing
(the shoe heel dug into soft spots will
tell a lot) and I find myself "planning the
track". I will steer my Malibu over the
runway many times, seeing if one side
of the runway is superior to the other.

1. If the unimproved field is less
than 2,200 ft in length, go
somewhere else. It might be bone
dry coming in, but departure day
might be preceded by three days of
rain.

If there is other traffic preceding my
takeoff, I study their takeoff
"difficulties" - splashing mud, slow
acceleration, takeoffdistance, etc., but I
discount the 172 and the bush plane
with flotation sneakers-a baron would
be my better barometer.

2. I like to raise my seat to its
maximum height or even put a
cushion under my tush so that my
head is scraping the ceiling - it'll
help you see the landscape ahead
when you're in that critical nosehigh attitude.

On a 2,600 ft runway, soaked with
rain but not yet spongy and yielding to
the footprint, I place a visual marker at
the half-way point. At this point in the
takeoff run, the airplane is going to tell
you whetherto go or abort. If you see 55
- 65 knots, with 20degrees of flaps, you
know the wheels are now light and will
not bog down.

3. 1set the pitch trim for slightly
nose-up. I find myself having much
more sensitive control on the
elevator if I apply forward pressure
on the initial roll and then reduce
the forward wheel pressure tolighten
the wheels (1st stage); and then
additional reduction of pressure for
liftoff.

You will feel in the seat of your
pants that 70 IAS is just a few hundred

Continued on Page 22
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YOUR WESTERN STATES MALIBU SALES, SERVICE
& PARTS HEADQUARTERS AUTHORIZED PIPER SERVICE CENTER

-

WESTERN PIPER SALES

- FRESNO, CA

Div of Central California Aviation, Inc.

LOCATED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE BEAUTIFUL CENTRAL
CALIFORNIA SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY FOR 23 CONTINUOUS YEARS
SERVICE:

Expert Scheduled Service and MaintenancelRepair on the Malibu 310 and Mirage,
Continental and Lycoming Engines. Replacement/troubleshooting, pressurization service, Spoilers, De-Ice
Systems, Prop Balancing, King Avionics/Autopilot Service on site, transportation/shuttle for pilots/owners or
Free Fishing Guides w/Boat and Gear for customers remaining overnight. Free loaner automobiles.
Our director of Maintenance, Mr. Kevin Mead, I.A. (Formerly with the outstanding Skytech, Inc. of Baltimore,
MD) is available as your personal maintenance supervisor.

SALES:

Pre-owned MalibulMirage and new Mirage.

SPECIALISTS IN: De-Ice System Installations and Repairs, RAM Engine
Cooling Kits, Plastech Window Shade Mod, Super Soundproofing Mods, Trouble
Shooting, Pre-Purchase Inspections and Evaluations, Engine Fuel Systems,
Pressurization Experts, Cylinder and Engine Overhaul and Exchanges, Van Kesteren
TSIO-550 Engine Upgrade Installation Specialists With No State Sales Tax Event.

Please call us Today.
Robert D. Pursell, President, Director of Sales
Kevin Mead, Director of Maintenance, Maintenance Manager
1-800-60-PIPER
1-209-252-2926
1-209-252-7837 FAX

"N2345D cleared to land runway 32
right, hold short of runway 4." A pilot
accepting such a clearance is taking
upon himself more than just a normal,
"Cleared to Land".
Let's look at some of the criteria
necessary for the controller to issue
such aclearance and what responsibility
you, the pilot, incur on accepting it.
The FAA, through its Airport
Upgrade Program is consistently
Ron Cox
creating new runways and upgrading
older ones and there simply never seems
President of Aviation Trainin!
to
be enough to handle all the landing
Management Inc. of Vero Beach, FL
ATM is a company that specializes il
and departing traffic at some airports
Initial and Recurrent Training in Sin 11
and Twin Engine Pressurized ~ i r c r a t . during peak periods.
Ron is a retiredArmy Senior Aviator. HI
has held several trainin managemen
positions at piper ~ i r c r aand
t SimCon
Training Centers before starting full timc
with ATM in 1992.
Ratings include ATP, MEI, CFII, Airplanc
and Rotorcraft. Ron has over 5500 T
and 3600 as an instructor.

Therefore, tower controllers are
authorized to conduct simultaneous
landings and departures on intersecting
runways.
The FAA official description of a
hold short operation is listed in the
Airman's Information Manual (AIM)
under the title of Simultaneous
OperationsOn IntersectingRunways in
Paragraph 4-61 of the AIM'S.
Some of the key points on Hold
Short Operations are as follows:
1. The runways must be dry and no
reports of braking action less than good
have been received.
2. Simultaneoustakeoff and landings
may be conducted in VFR conditions
only.
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3. Instructions must be issued to
restrict one aircraft from entering the
intersecting runway.
4. Traffic information issued must
be acknowledged by the pilots of both
aircraft.

5. The measured distance from
runway threshold to the intersecting
runway is issued if the pilot request it.
6. The conditions in 3, 4, and 5
above are met at or before the landing
clearance is issued.
7. The distance from the landing
threshold to the intersection is adequate
for the category of aircraft being held
short. (See amplified description
below).

8. There is no tail wind for the
landing aircraft to hold short of the
intersection.

The FAA clearly puts the
responsibilityof an intersectingrunway
operation on the pilot in command'. The
AIM manual has this to say about the
subject:
"If for any reason; e.g. difficulty in
discerning location of an intersection at
night, inability to hold short of an
intersection, wind factors, etc., a pilot
elects to use the full length ofthe runway,
a different runway, or desires to obtain
the distance from the landing threshold
Continued on Page 14
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Hold Short

- Continued from Page 13

to the intersection, he is expected to
promptly inform ATC accordingly".
This statement reinforces the
principal that the pilot is totally
responsible for his actions. Is there any
wonder that the "Pilot Error" category
of the NTSB accident reports accounts
for such a high number entries?
Then how does the pilot in command
safely comply with a "Hold Short"
clearance? First and foremost he knows
the capabilities of his aircraft. This is
done through competent and adequate
training.
If the pilot receives annual refresher

training, several exercises should be
scheduled during the training to test the
pilots ability to accurately land the
aircraft to a designated spot on the
runway in a variety of meteorological
conditions.
Second, he is attuned to the
situational awareness of the traffic
pattern at the time of issuance of the
clearance. What a shame to maneuver
the aircraft into a position to land and
hold short, only to be run over by an
unobserved down wind aircraft.
Lastly, the pilot and tower controller
must be crystal clear in their issuance,
and reception ofthe hold short clearance.

for a tower operator to issue a hold short
landing clearance when more than a 15
Knot tail wind is blowing down the
runway. Can it happen? You bet it can.

A hold short clearance can be a real
blessing to a pilot in a busy airport or a
curse to the unprepared and ill-proficient
aviator.
Likeall things in flying, the prepared
and proficient pilot never really gets
himself into an extraordinary situation
where he has to call upon his superior
skills to save his illustrious bacon.
Continue to FLY SAFE.
M M A

Can you imagine the embarrassment

major aviation underwriters
for initial and recurrent
factory equivalent training.

- - -- --- -

Updated training manuals
Diversified training subjects:

john ~

~

r

Instrument handbooks
Standardizedflight training
-High altitude operations
-Weather
CRM
-Autopilot
Like aircraft equipment, initial and recurrent training can come in many different levels ofquality. Ifthe
training
to now has beenat best mediocre andgenerally forgettable, you owe it to
i ~ you
~ havereceivedup
i
vourselfto trv ATM. the acknowledged leader in Malibu/Miragetraining. Our rates are ascom~etitive
as
i u r training^^^'; intensive couries will upgrade your levelGf proficie&y and increase f8milfaritywith
your own aircraft. You will train with ATM'shighly experienced instructors: John Mariani, a senior
engineer on theoriginal Malibu design team, has over 15years ofexperiencein the Malibuas an engineer,
test pilot and instructor: Ron Cox is a retired senior army aviator, former Training Center manager for
P i ~ eAircraft
r
andvice PresidentofTrainingfor SimCom International. Both are ATPrated pilots who
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Kevin is the Director of Maintenance
and Service Manager for Western
Piper Sales, Fresno, California which
has marketed and serviced Piper
aircraft since 1973. Kevin is an IA who
has specialized in MalibuIMirage
maintenance for ten of his seventeen
ears in general aviation. He is also a
icensed private pilot with a multiengine rating.

Y

Western Piper Sales specializes in the
maintenance of Western States
MalibuIMirage aircraft and the worldwide Pressurized Navajo Fleet.

This is the final article in my series
about maintenance of Malibu series
aircraft. In the previous article, I
discussed the pneumatic and surface
deice systems. This time I will explore
the Malibu and Mirage flight control
systems.

3. Improperly adjusted rudder
control system.

The format is the same as in previous
articles. I will provide a list of common
symptoms which will be followed by a
list of their possible causes. Lastly I
will list a few measures that can be
taken to help eliminate or minimize
these problems.

1. Adjust flight control systems per
the maintenance manual.

4. Twist (wing wash) not setproperly
on one wing.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

2. Adjust aileron trim tab.
Adjustments are very sensitive. Make
adjustments in small increments. It is
not uncommon to find the trim tab bent
at high angles.

SYMPTOM
1. Rudder trim must remain in the
full left position in level flight.
Sometimesadditional pressure on rudder
is required to center turn coordinator.

POSSIBLE CAUSES
1. Rudder control cables are rigged
improperly.

3. Any repairs made to the wing and
flight controls should be done only by a
very experienced mechanic.

SYMPTOM
1. Aileron cables wear excessively
at center wing pulleys or inboard
fairleads.

POSSIBLE CAUSES
2. Turn coordinator not properly
leveled.

1. 1nboard.fairleadsnot adjusted as
described in Piper 863A (Part 2).

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
PREVENTATIVE MEASURES
I. Adjust rudder control system per
maintenance manual with rudder trim
control placed in the neutral position.

1. Install new style aileron cables
per Piper Service Letter #1012.

SYMPTOM

SYMPTOM

1. Aircraft rolls to the left or right in
level flight when releasing the control
wheel.

1. Excessive play in rudder pedals
while steering aircraft on the ground.

POSSIBLE CAUSES
POSSIBLE CAUSES
1. Improperly rigged aileron control
system.

1. Excessiveclearanceon nose wheel
steering bellcrank.
Continued on Page 18

2. Improperly adjusted aileron trim tab.
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A VIATlW SALES
DENVER-

I

The Aviation Sales, Inc. modern maintenance
facility incorporates
state of the art equipment to maintain your aircraft.
A t Aviation Sales, Inc. our
log book entries, service publication compliance and
tail to spinner component history records
impress not only our customers, but sales and
maintenance facilities throughout the country.
Attention to detail is our hallmark.
Your aircraft upholstery and carpet will be protected
during maintenace. Annual Inspections include
a complete detail, compliments of Aviation Sales.

SERVICE CENTER

CENTENNIAL AIRPORT
12260 E, CONTROL TOWER ROAD
ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO 80112

If you find you require a King Air size cabin, or a 4.5 x 4.5 ft. cargo door you should consider
the PC XI!. Enclosed flushing lavatory, lateral tracking seats,
refreshment cabinets and entertainment center are included in the executive interior.

The PC XI1 has a cruise speed of 2 7 0 kts., a range exceeding 1,600 nautical miles
and operates to 30,000 ft.
Pilatus has been manufacturing aircraft in Stans, Switzerland since 1 9 3 9 and is
one of the leading PT-6A powered manufacturers in the world.

Aviation Sales, Inc. has been a full line Piper Sales 8T Service Center for thirty years.
Our experienced sales staff has sold well over 100 new and previously owned Malibus.

Aviation Sales, Inc. also inventories a wide variety of pristine, low time,
late model aircraft. From the Malibu through entry level jets we can offer you
professional sales and brokerage services.
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Malibu Maint /Ale~ts Cont'd from Page 15

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
1. Remove any play on nose gear
actuator attachments and adjust steering
roller clearance as required. Periodic
adjustments are required.
SYMPTOMS
1. Flaps won't retract after landing.
Flap fail light does not illuminate.

-

bellcranks. This causes split flaps
condition (asymmetrical flaps).
Although, in most cases, control of the
aircraft was maintained, this condition
could present a very dangerous flight
situation.
The bellcrank usually cracks beside
the welds that secure the arms to the
center tube. The defective bellcranks
were found on both series of aircraft
but, in my experience, may occur more
often on the right side of those aircraft
equipped with electric flaps.

moved forward due to broken bolt and
chafed into de-ice modular brush
assembly,PN 3E2D7 1. Baffleassembly
also cut half-way through NR 2
Alternator ground cable. Replaced bolt,
brush assembly, and cable. All systems
ops checked okay. Suggest visual
inspection of baffle assembly through
cowling right inlet to assure integrity of
baffle assembly before each flight and
redesign attachment of baffle assembly.

PA-46-35OP
Transition pipe cracked

POSSIBLE CAUSES
1. Flap limit switch is not adjusted
properly. This problem generally
follows compliance with PiperS.B. 963.

I recommend that operators inspect
both the left and right flap bellcranks
carefully using a penetrant or magnetic
particle inspection during routine
inspections.

2. Defective flap motor.
PREVENTIVE MEASURES
1. Maintain proper alignment of
switches when installing S.B. #963 kit.

SYMPTOMS
1. Flaps will not move. Flap fail
light illuminates. Resetting circuit
breakcr allows movement.

POSSIBLE CAUSES
1. Defective current sensor or time
delay module.
2. Defective flap drive motor.

TSIO-520-BE
Bracket detached
Upon removing top cowl, after a
new purchase and afresh annual, noticed
fuel flow divider was loose and hanging
by fuel lines. Upon removal, found at
least three attempts toglue parts together
had been made. After cleaning, noted
brazing had not taken to the plated metal
except for two small places that failed.
When these lines are installed, stress
and tension must be removed before
tightening to minimize cracks in the
bracket andlor lines.

PA-46-35OP
Switchfailed

3. Defective limit switch.
4. Binding flap drive mechanism or
improperly adjusted flap linkage.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
1. Clean and lubricate flap tracks
and mechanism every annual inspection.
2. Correct any problems with the
flap system before further flight.

Landing gear would not retract.
Troubleshot system and found hydraulic
up-switch failed. Replaced switch and
ops checked okay. This is second
occurrence on this aircraft repaired by
this facility. First part changed in June,
1994, and second part changed in
November, 1994. Submitter suggests
Piper design a more durable switch.

Flap System Alert

PA-46-35OP
Bafle assernb1.y bolt failed

There have been many reports of
cracked or broken inboard flap

Propeller de-ice inop. Troubleshot
system and found baffle assembly had
Spring 1995
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During maintenance on engine,
found suspected crack in transition pipe
at elbow from aft cylinder. Crack
confirmed by N.D.T. Zyglo process.
Replaced transition pipe and ran engine.
Leak and ops checked okay. Submitter
suggests closer inspection of left
turbocharger transition pipe, PN
47C19847, at 100-hour intervals and
every annual inspection.

PA-46-31OP
Control ann stripped
Pilot reported to maintenance when
engine was leaned for cruise, fuel flow
indicator registered accordingly. Pilot
stated when mixture control was placed
full rich, fuel flow indicator would not
indicate an increase.
The cause was determined during
engine control check to be stripped
serrationsofthe all brass mixturecontrol
arm where it engages to all steel mixture
control shaft ofengine driven fuel pump.
Full movement of mixture arm provided
only part movement of mixture control
shaft. This condition could have caused
major engine damage, power loss, or
uncommanded engine shut-down.

PA-46-35OP
Switch intermittent
This switch was changed 183 hours
ago per SB 96414, Part 1. Never had any
problems until new switch was installed,
then, switch intermittent. Have to tap
Continued on Page 46
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Single Grade Vs
Multi-Grade Oils

absorbed after 100 to 150 hours of
operation.

RAM spent 15 years promoting
multi-grade synthetic and semisyntheticoils. (Primarily Shell 15W50 which is an excellent product.)
RAM took notice when several
customer's engines went to T.B.O.
without problems using Aeroshell
W100. One Cessna 42 1B operator
reportedly had gone to T.B.O. twice
without problems using single grade
W100.

Multi-grade oils are more prone to
drain away from cam lobes, lifters, main
bearings, rod bearings, cylinder walls
and piston rings during the time the
engine is inactive.

One of the good features of multigrade oil is that it oxidized (forms
sludge containing charcoal-like
particles, wear metals, dirt and acids)
at a slower rate than single grade oil.
This is a significant advantage.
However, some of the things multigrade oils donotdo betterthan single
grade oils are as follows:
Acids form from components
independent of the oil composition.
Combustion by-products are
contributed by piston ring blow-by
and are always present. Water is
condensed from the air in the
crankcase as it is heated and then
cooled. Combustion by-products
plus water yields nitric acid.

RAM is not aware that any oil on
the market prevents acid formation.
Acid neutralizers are included in all
aircraft oil, but their capacity to
neutralize will probably be fully

Some, if not most multi-grade oils
(automotive 10W-50 for example) are
made from 10W base stock with
additives to yield a viscosity equal to
SOW at 200 degrees F. In general, as the
additive package wears out (long
molecules sheared by high pressure and
shearing forces into shorter molecules)
the 1OW-50revertstoward its 1OW base
stock properties.

It is the opinion of RAM Aircraft
Corporation that single grade oil
(SOW summer & 40W winter)is more
likely to retain its original and
expected properties up to 50 or 100
hours, where as 15W-50 or 20W-50
oils will have a propensity to return to
their lower weightlbase stock as
described above. (Also see RAM
Maintenance Tips # 1,19, & 22).
Having stated this opinion, RAM is
willing to suggest that even ifthe opinion
is not 100% accurate, and since
Aeroshell 15W-50 contains a viscosity
modifier molecule which does not
readily shear down to a smaller size
(15W-50 over time becoming 15W-40,
then 15W-30 and so on) then there is
reason to believe that Shell and Phillips
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have developed viscosity modifiers
which resist the usual degradation
with engine use.
Thus, it is assumed that Shell
and Phillips multi-grade oils are
better than other multi-grade oils.

However, RAM will continue
to recommend single grade oil
(SOW summer & 40W winter)
rather than 15W-50 or 20W-50
multi-grade oils. (Based upon best
available technical information and
RAM empirical observation as of
October, 1994.)

-

-

One major reason for
automobiles to use multi-grade oil
has no advantage for aircraft
engines. This reason is: Oil that is
50% as viscous at start-up and idle
performs better for the EPA Idle
Emission Tests.
It may use 50% less fuel and
power to idle ... which could reduce
critical emissions by 50%. EPA
tests have resulted in many millions
of dollars expense to auto
manufacturers in the form of
catalytic converters, air pumps,
EGR systems, etc. Less viscous oil
thus becomes an advantage to the
manufacturers.
In this case, automobile
technology (which encourages the
Continued on Page 20
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RAM Maintenance Tip - Continued from Page 19

use of SW-50 weight oils) is not
applicable to the needs or best operation
of aircraft engines.

oils (based on customer feedback and
RAM's observations)that perform best
and minimize warranty expenses.

It is of little value to RAM that some
companies, scientists, engineers and
The lower oxidation rate of 15W-50 individuals favor a particular oil ...when
or 20W-50remainsan advantage, giving they are not the company that is going to
reason to suggest extended times reimburse our customersfor wear related
between oil changes such as 100 to 150 inconveniences or expenses due to poor
hours ...if aloweroxidationrate was the oil performance, especially low
only consideration, but it's not.
compressions related to piston ring and
cylinder barrel wear.
Aoid and wear particles remain a
significant menace to an aircraft engine,
RAM fully warrants the use of
thus they need to be removed as often as Aeroshell WlOO or 15W-50 as the
possible, i.e, 50 hr. oil changes. aircraft owner prefers. Equivalent
Therefore,themajor advantage ofmulti- Phillips products have recently been
grade oil is canceled due to the need for added to RAM's oil recommendation
acid and wear metal free oil. RAM list.
overhauls approximately 300 high
performance turbocharged aircraft
Throughthis MaintenanceTip, RAM
enginesper year, warranting them 100% does not intend to tell aircraft owners
parts and labor for the first year, with what to do, but does hope to provide
prorata warranty to T.B.O.
informationto help them make informed
decisions. MOPA
RAM will therefore recommend the

/

ARTICLES!

A viation Specialist

CUSTOMIZED CLIENT SERVICE
Beghdng With tbe E f i r t lo Know Our Client's Values & Requirements

-

S p e c i f i c Policy R e s e a r c h
C l i e n t Updating
I n s u r a n c e Contract R e v i e w

To serve our clients with such care and excellence that
they cannot find comparable value elsewhere.

SERVING THE
AVIATION
INDUSTRY
SINCE 1979

P.O.Box 3474 Siml Valley, California 93093
(805)522-3428 (818)340-3077

;la
Don M. Grondin

Chuck Massanopoli has been an A&P
for over 14 years, and also maintains
his Inspection Authorization. He has a
wide range of experience from turbo
commuter to general aviation aircraft.
Chuck is currently the Chief Inspector
for Skytech, Inc., an FAA Cettified
Repair Station that is also the largest
PA-46 maintenance facility in the U S .
Before joining Skytech, he was
previously employed by Henson
Airlines as a Maintenance Supervisor
for Dash 7, Dash 8, and Beech 99
aircraft. Chuck is factory-certified on a
multitude of aircraft including the
Malibu and Malibu Mirage and has
been with Skytech for six years.

In this issue of the M*MOPA
magazine I would like to address some
areas concerning the powerplants
installed in the Malibu and Mirage
aircraft; in particular the intake and
exhaust systems. As you might know,
the exhaust system on a turbocharged
aircraft is not rigid, i.e., it incorporates
a series of pipes fitted together in such
a way as to allow for expansion and
contraction as the exhaust is heated and
cooled. Because of the altitudes at
which these aircraft usually operate, the
engine exhaust systems on both the
Malibu and the Mirage need constant
attention to prevent costly repairs and
failures.
Two service bulletins have recently
been issued regarding the Lycoming
engine. The bulletins relate to exhaust
system inspection and replacement. We
consider the first bulletin (#521) very
important because of continuing
problems that we see on the exhaust.
This bulletin calls for a recurring
inspection of slip joint engagement, the
area in which the exhaust pipes overlap
each other, and Mannon flanges, or the
clamps that hold certain part of the
exhaust rigid at all times.
Unfortunately, visual inspection of
the slip joints is impeded by a heat
shield that is installed over them in the
area near the back of the engine where
the two sides of the exhaust system are
joined (called the crossover pipe).
Everything seems fine until you
remove the shield and see how distorted
and bulged the pipe is. If the exhaust
begins to leak the engine will generally
lose Manifold Pressure, suffer
diminished "critical altitude", erode the
pipes themselves, and perhaps even
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cause a fire. We have documented at
least two instances in which theexhaust
was leaking so badly that the firewall
(whichin your airplane is said to be able
to withstand 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit
for 15 minutes) actually bulged from
the heat and had to be replaced.
Lycoming considers this Bulletin
mandatory, and it goes without saying
that every Mirage owner should have
this service bulletin done. It is a 250 hr.
inspection, so in most cases it will
coincide with the annual inspection.
(Note: The initial inspection is due
within the next 50 hrs.)
The other Service Bulletin (#523)
relates to replacing one of the rigid
pipes called the wastegate transition
pipe. The new pipe is an improved
design that reduces the possibility of
failure at the 'Y' portion of the assembly.
You should also note that this Bulletin
is covered by Lycoming warranty for
all engines until January, 1996, so take
advantage of the offer.
While there'are no Service Bulletins
on the Continental exhaust, the same
environmental issues create some of the
same mechanical issues. In particular,
the slip joints usually need to be resized or physically stretched, on an
annual basis, so that they will still move
without releasing exhaust gas.
The continuity of the slip joints can
bechecked by having theexhaust system
pressurized. A correctly fitted exhaust
will prevent premature and expensive
replacement due to eroded pipes. Many
times new engines supplied by TCM
need to have the exhaust slip joints
Continued on Page 40
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Check-In Continued from Page 11

With practice, you will crank in
enough initial nose-up trim so that at
lift-off, you have zero pressure on the
wheel. Then, if that dog in the rear seat
comes up and bites you just about this
time, you may survive the takeoff!

NEVER, NEVER, fail to double
and triple check flaps at 20 degrees. 20
degrees is an absolute must!!!

Please sign yourselves up, if you are
interested in this organized, exciting,
and educational flight from Key West,
over Cuba, to Grand Cayman.
At this time, however, you will have
to call The Cayman Caravan directly at
(800) 346-3313 and ask for their
information and registration package.
You will also have to register directly
with them. The absolute deadline for
registration is May 25th.

Upon returning, I took the plane to
my mechanic so he could check and
correct our work accordingto the Malibu
Maintenance Manual.
Me1 Rushton

Malibu door gas charged lift support
Napa#311-1415 190# 1$19.95

Don Fitzpatrick Jr.
I'll be making this trip to Canada
again this year (with the same strip
conditions as described above). The
scenery is awesome, the northern pike
are vicious (and BIG)), and the homecooked meals will put a strain on your
gross weight.
Anybody care to join me ???
Bill Prymak

1995 Caribbean
Fly-Out Date
Almost thirty members ofM*MOPA
have contacted me for information on
our Caribbean Fly-Out to the Cayman
Islands. We will be participating in the
fifth annual Cayman Caravan,organized
by Paul Bertorelli, editor of IFR
Magazine and Aviation Consumer.
A pre-flight briefing in Key West,
discounted hotel accommodations, and
aviation-related events, including
symposiums, an air show, and wellknown speakers will all be part of the
fun.
The information and registration
packets should be in the hands of those
members who expressed an interest in
participating by the time you read this.
It is not too late for others to join us.

Once again, the departures are
scheduled from Key West on June 7th
and June 8th, and the return date is up to
you! Plan to join us!
Unusual service dificulty
On a Saturday morning, not too long
ago, I met my flight instructor in
preparation for a BFR and ICC flight in
N4323D. During the preflight we
noticed the trim tab on the elevator was
completely disconnected, and freely
moved from the full up to the full down
position!
This was quite incredible (not to
mention scary) since I had just returned
from a three hour flight the week before,
and I had no unusual control problems
during cruise or landing.
We removed the lower half of the
tail cone (the only part easily removable
in that area). As we lowered it, the one
and one-half inch long bolt, three
washers, and two nuts fell out of the tail
cone!
The instructor (who is also an A&P)
and I spent an hour trying to get the bolt
threaded through the hinge joint and
replacing the washers and nuts (there
wasn't even enough room for large
fingers in that area, let alone tools).
Eventually we felt we had it secured
well enough for the flight.
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1994 Mirage 210TT. Cuff on
Muffler separated; discovered when
experienced poor cabin heat. Have
Inspected!
Dave Mills

Oil consumption rose astronomically
from 1 quart per 6 hours to 1 quart per 11
2 hour of flight time in a 12 hour time
period. Had to replace all 6 cylinder
assemblies with less than 300 TI'.
Recently experienced difficulty
retracting and extending gear in Canada
(-50 degrees C). Problem with lube on
bolts, etc. in gear wells.
Larry Lee

Dear Mr. Weiner:
A recent installation of a GPS
antennain my 1986PA-46-3 lorequired
the removal of the rear cabin (luggage
compartment) headliner. Its removal
disclosed extensive corrosion between
the headliner aluminum sheet metal
panel and the attaching brackets.
Continuedon Page 26

MALIBU/MRA GE TRAINING
1995 SCHEDULE!

This year, train with
A-TTITUDES for the best MalibuIMirage
training available anywhere.
ATTITUDES' owns the only Malibu type specific simulator in the world. The simulator, located at the Piper Training
Center, is used in ATTITUDES' initial and refresher training
conducted at Vero Beach, FL. Capable of being configured
as either a Malibu or Mirage, the simulator has the same
instrument panel, avionics, circuit breakers and auto pilot1
flight director as your own Malibu or Mirage. The excellent
visuals can portray day or night VFR or 200 ft. overcast
conditions with turbulence. The simulator allows us to
provide experiencesfor the pilot that would be impossible in
the aircraft, such as rapid depressurization, vacuum failure
or engine failure during icing while in IFR conditions, electrical failure or pitot ice. The Malibuaccidentsand suspected
causes are reviewed and proper avoidance and recovery
techniques are practiced in the simulator and flight portions
of your training.
Inclusion of the simulator in your training assures you
that you have obtained the most thorough training available
and are the best prepared Malibu pilot possible. For this
reason, some major insurers do not approve training unless
it incorporates ATTITUDES' simulator.
AlTITUDES also offers training at locations across the
country and can come to your location, if necessary.
AllITUDES is the only company, approved by Piper for
MalibuIMirage for training.

ATTITUDES' training programs are approved by
the leading insurance underwriters.

CALL MARY BRYANT
(813) 821-6835
307 Brightwaters Blvd.
St. Petersburg, FL 33704

-

1995 SCHEDULE FIRST HALF
Vero Beach, FL
Twice Monthly
March 24 - 26
San Jose, CA
April 7 - 9
Olathe, KS
San Diego, CA
April 28 - 30
Pontiac, MI
May5-7
Sun Valley, ID
J u n e 9 - 11
July 14 - 16
Albany, NY
Fond du Lac, WI
July 27 - 29
(Oshkosh)
Nantucket, MA
Sept 15 - 17
Or by special arrangement
at our location or yours.

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION'S
EXCLUSIVELY APPROVED MALIBU MOBILE TRAINING SCHOOL

*

Sales

1994 PIPER MALIBU MIRAGE I N1221K
Fly new at a used price. Just 335 hours total time and
full warranty until November. King equipped,
RDS-81 Four-Color Stabiiized Radar, WX-1000+
Stabilized Series 11 Stomscope, Co-Pilot Instruments. KLN-90 GPS with Autopilot Coupling,
Graphic Engine Monitor, RNav, Flight Director,
Altitude Re-Select, Yaw Damper, Dual Glideslopes.
Fuel Totalizer, Aux Heat Kit, Leather Interior, AC,
and more. Aggressively priced.

Malibu 1

II

1995 Pilatus PC-12 I N tba:
1991 TBM '700 I N56WF
Only 650 TT. King equipped. Stabilized four
colorradarwithgraphicsdisplay,KFC-275 Flight
DirectorIAutopilot withaltitudepre-select, I.A.S.
hold and yaw damp, dual glide slopes, KLN-90A
with Autopilot and Radar Graphics Interface,
WX-1000+ Stomscope, dual RMIs, heated copilot windshield, fuel totalizer, co-pilot instruments, leather, known ice and much more.

I

1995Pilatus PC- 12Single-EngineTurbopmp,fen
time only. King Silver Crown equipped includin
KLN-90AGPS,Four-Tube Pilot andCo-Pilot Elec
tronic Flight Instrumentation (EFIS) with Du;
Symbol Generators, KFC-325 AutopilotlFIight D
rector, Altitude Preselect and Alerter. RDS-82 St;
bilized Color Radar with Vertical Profile, Know
Icing, Air Conditioning,and much more. Executi\
Interior includes fully enclosed Flushing Potq
Lateral-Tracking Seats, two Refreshment Center
three Writing Tables, and a host of other amenitie
Summer delivery.

6K

SIX program
I! The Malibu S/X upgrade will propc
~ddressesyour comglete aircraft with:
-

II

Total Customer Support

Martin State Airport
i

L

11
II
11I

Sincethe inception of the Malibu, Skytechhas been
totally engrossed in the Malibu aircraft. Our total
support concept has grown from a strictly sales and
service point of view into a complete support net- 1
work. we have developed the hlalibu parts Exchange Network ?*lee of servicing Malibu customersand service acllmes anywhere in the world.
Our parts department continues to ow. and provide swim for a wide range ofmntenance
facilities. Our service de artment continues to lead
the nation in numberof &bus serviced and maintained. At this point, we have rfonned almost
every major re air conceivlle E m almost every
part of the u
.! As the Malibu enters its second
decade of omration. Skvtech is devoting a mat
deal of effo~iin the d f i c a t i o n and en&cekent
of the existing fleet.

In short, no matter what type of problem or question
you have, SKYTECH, INC, is poised to solve it!

.
I

I

Scheduled service
100hr / annual inspections
Pressurization service
Dynamic prop balance
De-ice system troubleshwting/installation
Engine replacement/troubleshwting

Avionics
Auto-pilot repair and troubleshooting
Nav/com repairs
Radar instdation and repairs
mirefone repairtinstallation
GPS installation
IFR certifications
Complete system upgrades

Upgrades I Major Repairs
10-550 Conversions
Spoiler installation
Complete fuselage rebuilding
Wing repair and rebuilding
Aircraft recovery
Window replacement

II

I

II

11
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There were actually holes corroded
through the panel at the attachmentpoint
of the two connection brackets for the
luggage restraining net and any area
where the fabric came into contact with
the metal skin showed evidence of
corrosion.
Additionally the supporting
bulkheads showed corrosion at the point
of contact with retaining screws
attaching the headliner. One side
bulkhead inside flange was corroded
through and necessitated the installation
of a back plate.
The luggage headliner sheet metal
was replaced and new headliner fabric
installed.
Subsequently corrosion was found
on the interior bulkheads at the
attachment point of the two clamshell
door brackets. They were cleaned,
treated and replaced.
An FAA field engineer suggested
that this fabric was made fire resistant
with the use of a salt solution. Of course
salt is an extremely corrosive agent to
aluminum and could explain the metal
deterioration wherever it contacts the
fabric.
My IA advised Piper Aircraft's
Customer Services Department of the
situation and they responded as follows:
"Corrosion under aft cabin headliner:
we have not been made aware of this
being a repetitious problem with the
PA-46-3 10 model Piper.
This could occur if the emergency or
cabin door was leaking any length of
time before fixing. Certain methods of
cleaning interiors can contribute to this
condition."

That was the extent of Piper's
comment.

My aircraft has not been based in a
coastal area where the atmospheric
conditions of salt and high humidity
could contribute to the corrosion.
Further, upon examination, neither the
emergency door nor the cabin door
appears to leak. They both are
impervious to water and there is no
other visible evidence of leakage such
as stains on the sheet metal or headliner.
As I am the second owner of the
aircraft I cannot attribute to headliner
cleaning methods used. My personal
opinion, from its condition, is that the
headliner has never been cleaned.
SincePiper disclaims any knowledge
of this being a "repetitious" problem I
seek to find out if other M*MOPA
members have discovered a similar
condition in their aircraft, how pervasive
the damage and any remedial procedures
employed.

No damage to the aircraft, other than
a hole about the size of y our fist through
the top of the engine block. ATC folks
were great through out the emergency.
I plan to write an article about this
event.
Hope all is well. We are very busy at
ATM. Looking forward to seeing you
in October or sooner, if the opportunity
presents itself.

Ronald H. Cox

From AOPA Comes
the Following. . .

1995 FLIGHT
TRAINING CLINICS
Colorado Springs, CO
June 16-18 and September 8- 10
Mountain Flying - $495.00
Pinch-Hitter - $395.00

If an owner has never examined the
condition of the sheet metal under all
headliner and sideliner panels, I highly
recommend that they be removed to
determine the extent of corrosion, if
any.

Either course will also offer a ground
school only class for $99.00. No
Instrument Refreshers or Survival
Classes are planned at this time.

I can provide pictures of the corroded
headliner sheet metal if desired.

Pilots desiring to schedule ad hoc
classes will pay $100.00.

Murdoch (Doc) Campbell

We will again offer an early
registration discount to those who preregister by a specified date (to be
determined).

Dear Editor:
I can tell you what it is like to
experience a complete engine failure in
aMalibuat5,OOOft.at night. It happened
three nights ago coming out of Orlando
International. Dead-sticked the aircraft
back to Orlando.
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A social function will be offered on
the Saturday nights of each program;
however, we are uncertain what it will
consist of at this time.
More information is due to be
Continued on Page 28

If my memory is correct, we lost
three beautiful Malibu's last year along
with afew fatal injuriesto the occupants.
With that in mind, let's look at some
of the perils of a circling approach:
We are not normally used to seeing
the runway from such a low altitude
since pattern altitudes are 1000'AGL or
more. This puts us in a bad position
since it appears the runway is much
further away than it really is.
This calls for a much steeper bank
than normal to avoid over-shooting the
approach end, and perhaps along with a
tendency to push a little bottom rudder,
all of which sets us up for a perfect stall/
spin.
Another pitfall is that ifwe lose sight
of the runway -with the exception of

CIRCLING APPROACH AREA RADII

normal maneuvers to the landing -we
are required by regulations to execute a
missed approach. However, where is
the missed approach point? It's always
behind us! Since our clearance is only
from the missed approach point, we
must return to that point for obstacle
clearance. (See insert)
Since not many tall buildings are
built on the airport, we should always
turn toward the airport should it be left
or right turns. However, we should be
doing the first two parts of the missed
approach and that is the application of
powerlpitch to get a climb started.
The amount of clearance from the
end of each runway depends entirely on
our approach speed for that approach
(see insert). Normally at 120 KTS we
are out of our clear zone in just 45
seconds.
A circling approach at a
strange airport, at night and
with low ceilings should be
considered a high risk. Stay
instrument proficient and
don't take on an approach
that may no! have a good
outcome. Some circling
approaches are not even
permitted at night!

Fly'm high, Keep'm dry
and don't let the ground
come up and smite thee!
A circling approach is
just another approach,
except that at some point,
we lose our navigation
guidance. The auto pilot is
not much of a help and we
have more to attend to in
order to complete a
successful landing. M.MOPA
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From the AIM
If visual reference is lost
while circling-to-land from
an instrument approac'h,
t h e missed approach
specified for that particular
procedure must be followed
(unlessan alternate missed
approach procedure i s
specified by ATC).
To become established
on the prescribed missed
approach course, the pilot
should make a n initial
climbing turn toward the
landing runway a n d
continue the turn until he
is establishedon the missed
approach course.
Inasmuch as the circling
maneuver
may
be
accomplished in more than
one direction, different
patterns will be required to
become established on the
prescribed
missed
approach
course,
depending on the aircraft
position at the time . . .
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are urged to operate under instrument
flight rules after dark.

file a DVFR (Defense Visual Flight
Rules) flight plan and comply with
specific time and position-reporting
requirements.

ADZ2 Znformationfrom the
NASA Reporting System

Take AIM.
The Airmans'
Information Manual (Paragraph 5-90)
explains the aircraft equipment and
reporting requirements for ADIZ flights,
and offers this further caution:

released by March. To obtain that
information, please contact us at (800)
638-3101.

Aspen Colorado
Night Operations Change
There has been a recent change to
the regulations for night flight into Pitkin
County Airport. General aviation pilots
are now assured the same access as
commercial air carriers.
These rules apply from one half hour
after sunset until 11:00p.m. for takeoffs
and landings at Pitkin County Airport:
VFR Operations:
The pilot must be instrument rated
and current.
The aircraft must be equipped for
instrument flight.
The pilot must have logged at least
one takeoff and landing at Pitkin County
(day or night) within the preceding 12
months.
IFR Operations:
General aviation aircraft may now
operate under Instrument Flight Rules
until 11:00p.m.

NO VFR OR IFR
OPERATIONS ARE
PERMITTED BETWEEN
11:OO P.M. AND 7:00 A.M.
Because of the rugged .terrain and
unique flying conditions around the
Aspen area, the AOPA Air Safety
Foundation encourages pilots to avoid
night operations whenever possible.
Pilots not familiar with the local area

Toescape the harsh northern winters,
"snowbirds, and some pilots, fly south.
Unfortunately, (a few pilots, that is!)
get tangled in the ADIZ trap.
From the Bahamas: I flew through
the ADIZ (Air Defense Identification
Zone) without knowing that mandatory
flight plans, whether (the aircraft is)
landing or not, are to be filed.
From the Florida Keys: I noticed a
local NOTAM outliningrequired DVFR
flight plan filing for all flights into and
out of the Keys ... Most pilots would be
unaware of the ADIZ crossing within
the same state (i.e., coastline of Florida
to Florida Keys).
The ADIZ is an area of airspace in
which ready identification,location and
control of civil aircraft is required in the
interest of national security. FAR 99,
"Security Control of Air Traffic,"
outlinesprocedures for aircraft operation
associated with an ADIZ.
Sectional charts may carry a variety
of notations regarding the ADIZ, from
warnings ("National Defense Operating
Area") to instructions ("Report to FAA
Radio prior to entering ADIZ"). But
some sectional charts displaying coastal
or border areas have no instructions or
information at all.
Pilots operatingaircraft into, within,
or across an ADIZ must file a flight plan
with a Flight Service Station or other
ATC facility. Aircraft on an IFR flight
plan automatically conform with this
ADIZ regulation. VFR aircraft must
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"An airfiled VFR flight plan makes
an aircraft subject to interception for
positive identificationwhen entering an
ADIZ. Pilots are therefore urged to file
the required DVFR flight plan either in
person or by telephone prior to
departure."
The following reporter, inbound
from the Bahamas, discovered this the
hard way:
(After several unsuccessful attempts
to reach ABC Tower), we made the
decision to use UNICOM frequency
and get our flight plan in the air ... We
contacted Center and told them our
request and intentions.
They gave us a squawk code and
brought us into airport XYZ. (Upon
landing), we were ordered out of the
aircraft at gunpoint and made to lie face
down on the taxiway.
Perhaps the best advice for
preventing ADIZ entanglements comes
from a government pilot and reporter to
ASRS. He was questioned by US.
Customs officials about his lack of a
flight plan, even though he was talking
to the customs office throughout his
flight.
His advice: File and call customs and
whoever else (Coastal ATC) and let them
know what your intentions are. Avoid
the lack of communication between
government agencies! MMOPA
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Steve Frost
Steve attained his mechanics rating in
1973 and initially worked a s an A & P
at a local Piper dealership. He then
moved on to work with Alaska
Transportation Agency, a Piper
Aircraft distributor, a s Regional
Manager from 1975 through 1981.
1981 through 1986 saw Steve as a
General Manager for a local aircraft
maintenance facility.
In 1986 Steve became President and
co-founder of Corporate Air
Technology, a shop catering to high
performance piston, turbine and jet
aircraft.
A long time resident of the Santa Cruz

Mountains above Los Gatos,
California, he enjoys time with his wife
Kim and their three children, riding his
mountain bike or sailing on San
Francisco Bay.

oth the PA-46-3 10 and the PA46-350 airplanes normally
operate at flight levels that put
great demands on their engines and
although the airplanes are real
performers at these altitudes when all
systems are functioning properly, the
engines are approaching their limit in
the mid twenties. Any number of items
can degrade optimum performance at
these altitudes.

B

Also, foreign object damage to the
turbo was prevalent on aircraft with
unmodified alternate air doors prior to
Piper S.B. 985 and foreign object
damage due to alternate air doors left
open on the ground. Foreign ,object
damage to turbos quite often will not
show up until near critical altitude. As
covered in an earlier article,high altitude
ignition break down can also lead to
instability at altitude.

Early in the lifeofaMalibu, the most
common complaint encountered with
regard to high altitude engine
performance - unstable manifold
pressure, engine surge and inability to
hold or maintain manifold pressure was usually noted in the summer.

Another area is the ship's
instrumentation. On turbine engine
aircraft it is essential to check and recalibrate engine indicating instruments
to assure proper engine performance.
This is no less critical on your airplane.

By and large these complaints were
remedied via telephone by a Piper Tech
rep. It could be corrected by phone
because the most likely problem was
that the aircraft was being flown at or
near its service ceiling and at or near
max cruise.

If, for instance, your tach reads 50
RPM high when you approach critical
altitude, your performance will be off
for two reasons. First your prop RPM
will be 50 RPM lower than indicated
and secondly, your engine will be
producing a lower volume of exhaust
gas lowering turbo output.

So what's wrong with that?

Many pilots reach for the big
numbers, big airspeed and big altitude.
After all, that's what this airplane is all
about. The problem is reading the big
numbers and not paying enough
attention to the finer details. Details
like performance numbers predicated
ondensity altitude not pressure altitude.
In most cases when density altitude
was calculated,it quite often indicated a
density altitude well above the cut-off
point of the performance charts. I bring
this up even though most of you are
aware of this. However, as the fleet
ages and changes hands we are having
to revisit this old lesson with new
owners.
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If in question, your shop can check
the accuracy'of your tach with a
stroboscope. A more likely gauge to err
is the TIT. This instrument produces its
reading as hot exhaust gas passes over
the temp probe/thermocouple. As the
probe heats up it produces voltage that
drives the gauge.
A good system, but over the life of
the probe the voltage output will drop
off due to erosion of the probe,
necessitating regular re-calibration of
the system. If it is not re-calibrated, you
may be over-leaning, which will lower
detonation margin and generally lower
performance. Your TIT gauge should
be re-calibrated at each 100 hour
Continued on Page 32
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SERVICE

Modern Aero, Inc.

We now maintain over 40 MalibuIMirage aircraft on a regular basis, and many of these
people came from over lOOONM away from Minneapolis. As a result, we have expanded
our Service department hours from 5 days a week to 6 days a week, 10 hours a day. In
this way, we can insure the best possible turnaround time for our customers We offer:

.

Expanded Service Hours, 6 days a week
Monday through Saturday

.

parts ~

~open~7:00tAM ,- 7:00 p~ CST

~i~~ service ~ ~ ~with extensive
h ~ , TSIO-550
~ i STC
~ Installation
~ ~ Center
MalibulMirage Expcrience
Radar Pod Installations
Huge MalibulMirage Parts Inventory
800 Watts Line for service & Parts

Dealer for Spoilers, Inc.

TBM 700 Service Center

We ship Parts, Same Day; Worldwide

Modern Aero, Inc.

AS1 - Aero Services

14801 Pioneer Trail Flying Cloud Airport Minneapolis, MN 55347
Tel: (6 12) 94 1-2595 Fax: (6 12) 94 1-0307 Toll Free 1-800-937-2376
Certified Repair Station MZER198L

Aero Services

ASI-Aero Services has sold more than 70,Piper Malibus since 1986. Our staff of 3 full-time aircraft sales
persons have delivered aircraft throughout North America. Our technical staff at Modern Aero, Inc. is
recognized as a leader in the Malibumirage market. Let A s m o d e r n Aero be your experts in the field of
Malibu acquisition and maintenance.

1989 PIPER MALIBUIMIRAGE, N350KM.
Exceptionally Equipped Mirage with RDS-8 1Color
Radar& Pod System. 1 125TTAF&only 275 Since
Factory New Cylinder Assemblies; NDH; Full
Standard BendidKing Avionics Including KAS297 Altitude Preselect; Dual Glideslope; KFC-150
Flight Control System; ARNAV FMS-5000 GPS
System; WX- 1000+ Stormscope System; Factory
Air; ExecutiveGroup; Co-Pilot Instrument Group;
Tanis Engine Heater; Shadin Mini'Flow Fuel Mgt
System; Sheepskin Crew Seats; Relief Tube.

1989PiperMALIBU/MIRAGE,N202SE. Beautiful.
Exceptionally Low Time Aircraft With Only 595
TTSN; NDH; ''0" Since Factory New Cylinder
Assemblies; Avionics Includes KMA-24 Audio
Panel; KY- 196A Com; KNS-80 RNAV/DME; KX165 NavICom; WX-1000+ Stormscope; KCS-55A
Slaved HSI; KFC-I 50 APIFD; KR-87; ADF; KAS297B Altitude Preselect; Yaw Damp; Shadin Fuel
Ho; Leather Interior; Polished Spinner; AIC; CoPilot Electric Artificial Horizon; 2nd Altimeter. One
Owner Since New!

1986 PIPER MALIBU, N9080X. Only 950
TTAF, 450 Since Factory Reman. ''0"STOH.
Very well Equipped with Full Co-Pilot Instrument
Group; Weather Scout Color Radar; Stormscope
WX- IOA; KMA-24 Audio Panel; Dual KY-196
Coms; KNS-80 RNAV; KN-53 Nav; Dual
Glideslope; KCS-55A Slaved HSI; KAS-297
Altitude Preselect; Yaw Damp; KFC-150AP/FD;
Stainless Steel Cables & Factory Corrosion
Proofing; Air Cond; Stereo System; Leather
Interior.
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monitoring to trackengineperformance.
It is a simple mapping of performance
parameters. The pilot records the
numbers which in turn are sent to a
company such as Pratt and Whitney,
DataTrend or others for analysis. Given
the raw data on thousands of engines, it
is truly amazing what can be diagnosed
when the trend is plotted.

calibration, you can do a little bonehead
algebra to determine what that gauge
would be saying if it was working
properly.

You can simulate a rough form of
trend analysis on your engine by noting
engine parameters after stabilizing the
engine in cruise flight. By comparing
this data to flights with similar profiles,
it can show you a shift in trends that can
indicate engine or gauge problems.

Speaking of compiling data, this
magazine would be a great forum for
the exchange of information. It may not
be the information super highway, but it
could become a fairly busy expressway
with a little more input from the
members.

Even your OAT gauge or Altimeter
error can lead to performance problems
as they can cause gross errors in density
altitude calculations.

I would recommend taking these
recordings at least ten minutes after
leveling off and stabilizing the engine.
Then note altitude, OAT, airspeed,MAP
setting, TIT, fuel flow, RPM, and CHT.
Once you compile the data and by
comparing the numbers to similar
flights, you have the ability to establish
some trends.

A few letters to the editor about
specific problems would probably net
you many viable responses. The
empirical data of experience can save
you a bundle. Life is short, so we don't
have time to make all the mistakes
ourselves.

Another area where we would benefit
from turbine aircraft practices is trend

With this information, if you have
an instrument fail or drift out of

inspection or sooner if you suspect
problems.
The manifold pressure gauge can
cause problems as well as it is the prime
instrument for power settings. Check it
statically prior to engine start to see if it
agrees with the local barometer. Also
remember to open the static drain under
the panel after engine start.
Do this at idle or very low manifold
pressure as this will allow engine
vacuum to draw any condensation or oil
residue back into the induction system
that could contaminate the gauge. Even
if it does agree, leaks in the gauge line
from the engine are more subtle, but can
cause you to inadvertently overboost
the engine.

The added benefit ofthis is the ability
to give your maintenance shop more
input as to engine problems and may
short cut diagnosis.

Here is hoping your problems are
few and far between because at the
airspeed we fly, you will come upon
them soon enough anyway. -&A

FACTORY SERVICE CENTER
WEATHER RADAR AUTOPILOT
RADAR ALTIMETER
SILVER CROWN GOLD CROWN
We are committed to providmg top quahty, reliable avionics and
installations. As a Bendurwg service center since 1980, we have
gained the experience to diagnose and repair your Mahbu avionics
correctly the first time.

Contact one of our technicians today. For a quick solution to
your problems, send us your troubled avionics for a no-cost
repair estimate.

1-800-982-8466
Tel: 209-252-7967 Fax 209-252-9703
5045 East Anderson Fresno, California 93727
Fresno Air Terminal FAA R.S. # CP3R431 L

.

.
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John Mariani
John Mariani, a senior engineer at
Northrop-Grumman, has been
associated with Piper Aircraft
Corporation for nearly 15 years, as an
engineer (on the original PA-46 design
team since project inception in 1979 to
FAA type certification in 1983), test
pilot and, finally, ground and flight
instructor in the Customer Training
Center.
His qualifications include, besides a
degree in Aeronautical Engineering, a
Master of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering, ATP,
seaplane and Flight Instructor licenses
for single, multiengine and instrument
with approximately 5000 hours of flight
time.

H e is available (through Aviation
Training Management of Vero Beach)
for initial and recurrent training in the
PA-46-310P and 350P.

other Nature has rescued me
again: it is another of those
nasty Florida afternoons.
You know, the kind that makes you
believe that thunder boomers were
invented, or at least perfected, here.
Therefore, instead of mowing our lawn
like I was supposed to, I now have a
good excuse to talk to you about that
dreaded, incurable "disease" called
flying that I share with you and, in
particular, one of its manifestations
called the PA-46. It is not meant to be

airplane in every garage" (or was it "an
airplane going to (aluminum) pots and a
chicken in every garage"?). In 1933,
aviation was young and full of promise.
By gosh, we had conquered the Atlantic
and that ultra-modern airliner, the
Boeing 247 (with the Douglas
Commercial model 3 soon to follow)
was just entering service and you could
fly across our U. S. of A. in the
incredible time of 20 hours (which was
incredible indeed compared to what it
took by train).

judgment,

Looking at photographs of those
days, you getthe impressionthat airplane
travel was really an event to be
celebrated, and people always dressed
up for the occasion (have you looked at
your traveling companions lately in our
airlinerslcattle cars?).

I begin to sound like an instructor at
times, you can call me in the middle of
the night and tell me to stuff it. My wife
Louisa has learned how to deal with my
instructor alter ego all too well. If she is
driving and I start acting like an
instructor from the right seat, she will
stop the car by the side of the road and
ask me whether I want to keep my
mouth shut and ride home or keep giving
instruction and walk the rest of the way.
Presented with thischoice,I have always
elected to keep my mouth shut.
Ancient Romans used to call
"trivium" a three-way intersection or,
in more general terms, a well-traveled
public road. "Trivialis", when referred
to people or things, came to signify
something that was (or should have
been) of public domain and that was
usually found in a "trivium". Well,
folks, let's enter this "trivium" and let's
see what we can find.
What would the Malibu have Iooked
like if it had been introduced
in 1933 instead of l983?

"A chicken in every pot and an
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But what about our Malibu?

The airframe would have been
basically identical to the one that we
know, but withafew notable exceptions.
First of all, metal bonding just did not
exist in thosedays,therefore all fastening
would have had to be by mechanical
means (rivets), thus making the exterior
surfaces not as smooth as what we are
accustomed to.
The second exception would have
been, most probably, in the configuration
of the landing gear. Conventional gear
(read "taildragger") was the norm in
thosedays (remember,most of the fields
were grass strips), so our Malibu would
probably have been configured that way.
The third exception would have
resulted from the landing gear
Continued on Page 34
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arrangement: with the fuselage no longer
level with respect to the ground,it would
have been fairly hard to incorporate a
two-piece, air-stair door; therefore the
door would probably have been a onepiece, forward-hinged affair, perhaps
incorporating some kind of fold-down
steps. One thing is for certain: entering
and exiting this airplane would not have
been as easy (or as graceful) as what we
are used with the present-day airplane.

I am not even going to talk about
the instrument panel, which would have
been incredibly different. Think of it,
no VOR, DME, LORAN, GPS, Moving
Maps, Radar, Stormscope or KFC 150.
The most striking difference, though,
would have been in the powerplant.
For our power requirements, in
those days there would have been only

one way to go, and that would have been
aradial engine (like the Pratt & Whitney
Wasp Jr., 450 HP, or the Wright
Whirlwind of equivalent power).
Certainly the sound of our Malibu back
then would have been quite different.
The addition of the heavierradialengine
would have required the propeller plane
to be shifted aft to maintain the proper
balance, thus shrinking, or possibly
eliminating, the forward baggage
compartment.
Also, the roundcowling would have
necessitated a rounder bottom fuselage
to allow for better "blending". As a fun
exercise, I sketched our imaginary 1933
Malibu (see Figure 1) and compared it
to the present day PA-46 and to another
airplane of the Thirties, the Beechcraft
Model 17 Staggerwing, which many
considertobe one of the best that General
Aviation had to offer in those days.
What i f . . .

What is the origin of the
"prancing horse " emblem of
Ferrari automobiles?
"What in the world does this have
to do withairplanes?'you will probably
ask. Well, actually, it is related to
airplanes, and it's an interesting story
(besides, I have always believed that a
Malibu and a Ferrari make a nice
combination). The "prancing horse"
was the personal emblem of Captain
Francesco Baracca, the leading Italian
fighter ace of the first World War (34
confirmed "kills"), which he had chosen
to underscore his background (likemany
of the first combat pilots, he was a
lieutenant in the Cavalry before
becoming a pilot). Captain Baracca
was killed by ground fire during a
strafing action on June 19, 1918, while
flying his SPAD XIII.
Continued on Page 36

The 1933 Malibu

The Beechcraft Model
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Staggerwing

Education is never cheap!
Are you paying t o
educate your shop.3

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE. The factory has
not offered maintenance training in years. Nor have
they widely offered this training on the Mirage. CAT
technicians have more collective experience on PA46
Series aircraft than anyone else in our region. They
have worked both with and for the factory. And most
importantly, they have years of hands-on experience.
CAT has maintenance experience on over 30 Malibu/
Mirage aircraft - from S/N 5 (with over 4000 hours
on it), to brand new PA46-350's.
SPECIALIZED IN-HOUSE SERVICES. CAT provides
such services as: computerized maintenance tracking
at no charge, video probe inspection, eddy current
and NDT inspections, propeller dynamic balance,
Power-Pac spoilers, engine repair/exchange, custom
installations, and warranty assistance.

LOCATION. We are conveniently located in the
San Jose Jet Center Complex, consistently one of Pro
Pilots' Top Ten FBOs.
COMMITMENT. CAT is committed to quality and
customer service. Our success testifies to that. So the
next time you have maintenance requirements, or
need technical advice, remember to call on us.

+a-

+

*

Corporate Air Technology

1250 Aviation Avenue, Suite 125 San Jose, CA 95 110

FAA CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION AU3R384L. Corporate Air Technology is
conveniently located within the San Jose Jet Center Complex at San Jose International Airport.

Ttivia

- Continued from Page 34

Enzo Ferrari was so impressed by
the bravery of the young fighter pilot
that he decided to adopt the "prancing
horse" emblem as a trademark for his
cars. Incidentally, this emblem is also
proudly displayed by the airplanes of
the 4th Fighter-interceptor Squadron of
the present-day Italian AirForce, which,
logically enough, is known as the
Baracca Squadron. The initials SF that
appear below the prancing horse in the
Ferrari crest stand for "Scuderia (the
Ital'ian equivalent of a stable for
racehorses) Ferrari", quite fitting for
these thoroughbreds on wheels.
If you own one of these marvelous
automobiles, next time you sit in its
cockpit and look at that prancing horse
emblem in the center
of the steering wheel,
remember that you are
carrying with you a
little bit of aviation
history.

speed of 490 mph, it set many speed
records in its category before it even
started revenue flights. In May of 1952,
it was introduced by BOAC (British
Overseas Airways Corporation) for
passenger service, flying 36 paying
passengers in 23 hours and 7 minutes
fromLondon to Johannesburgwith stops
in Rome, Beirut, Khartoum, Entebbe
and Livingstone.
The airplane had entered service
well ahead of the Boeing and Douglas
firstjet airliners and passengers loved it
at first sight. It offered speed,
pressurized (8.25 psi AP) comfort and
the smooth, vibration-free ride.that is
the hallmark of jet-powered aircraft
(Adolf Galland,aGerman WWII fighter
ace, gave the best ever description ofjet
flight after flying the Messerschmitt

How did we learn to
avoid sharp corners
in the openings of a
pressurized fuselage ?

We learned this
lesson the hard way,
after an appreciable
loss of human life. It
all started with the
introduction of the first
passenger jet airliner,
the
British
De
HavillandComet (D.H.
106, Series 1. See
Figure 2). A beautiful
and, for those days,
truly futuristic airplane,
it flew for the first time
in July of 1949,almost
in secret.
With a cruise
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262, Germany's twin-enginejet fighter,
for the first time: "just like being carried
by the wings of angels").
More advanced versions were
planned (Series 1A, 2 and 3), with larger
engines and greater useful load, thus
promising even more spectacular
performance. The most important
airlines in the world (including our Pan
American) beat the proverbial path to
De HavilIand's door to place orders for
this incredible airplane.
However, it all came to an abrupt
end in 1954, when two Comets (GALYP and G-ALYY) disappeared in
January and April off the Italian coast
with no survivors.
Continued on Page 38
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RAM remanufactured
Continental (TCM) TSIO-520-BE engine.

RAM installs an engine cooling and performance package during the
installation of a RAM remanufactured engine. The package includes
removal of the nose landing gear doors and installation of RAM
Surestand red silicone rubber engine baffle seals. CHT is reduced
50°F. Oil temperature is reduced 25". Cruise performance is
reduced two to three KIAS depending on altitude and aircraft
configuration. With RAM'S improved cooling package installed,
owners are given the option of using revised fuel settings during
cruise climb. The optional mixture setting is closer to best power
mixture which provides improved climb performance fuel economy.

RAM nose gear door removal lut PM-OP1 and FAA
STC SA8963SW allows the Malibu nose wheel doors
to be removed for improved engine cooling.

AIRCRAFT COPRORATION
7505 Airport Drive Waco Regional Airport
P. 0.Box 5219 Waco, Texas 76708
817-752-8381 Fax 817-752-3307
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Metal fatigue was suspected and a
test program was started to provide some
answers. A water tank large enough to
accommodate the fuselage(9343. Long)
of the airplane was built, with openings
on the side to allow the wings to extend
and flex while the fuselage was
pressurized cyclically with water.
This set-up, which pioneered the
standard testing method for all
pressurized airplanes(including the PA46) that followed, showed that, after
repeated pressurization cycles, large

cracks were forming at the corners of
the windows, which were rather square.

and this doomed any future improved
versions of the model.

The discovery and subsequent
salvage of the underwater wreckage of
the second airplane confirmed that the
window frames has indeed failed due to
the very high stress concentration at the
sharp comers, thus allowing the whole
cabin to break up under the combined
internal pressure and air loads.

The failure of the Comet left the
door open for Boeing (with the B-707)
and Douglas (with the DC-8) to grab the
jetliner market and run with it, virtually
unopposed. The Comet, however, did
not "die" in vain: its demise proved the
need for standard water-tank testing for
all aircraft with pressurized cabins, to
insure a reasonable life of the fuselage
under repeated pressure loadings.

These findings resulted in the
immediate grounding and removal from
service of all the Comets. Passengers'
confidencein the airplanewas shattered

Continued on Page 42

OTAL UFT

I (MINIMUM AT AFT C.G.)

HORtZOMAL TAIL NEGATIVE
(MINIMUM AT AFT C.Q.)

AIRPLANE WElQHT

TOTAL LIFT REQUIRED = AIRPLANE WElGM + NEGATIVE UFT PRODUCED BY THE HORIZONTAL TAlL
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For

Wattlpeterson,

SatisfYimj
and

Customers

Improving

Profits

All Comes Down To
T h e Same Thing: A

Piper

Malibu Mirage.

When Dennis Watt
bought his first Piper
Malibu Mirage in 1990,
WattPeterson, Inc. was
already a successful national
printing company. But 30%40% of his customers were
in hard to reach rural areas
from Michigan
- to Colorado.
\Yrlth 16 sales people on the road every day, commercial airline expenses were eroding company profits.
Now on his third Piper Malibu Mirage, Watt sees
the company airplane as one of his best competitive
weapons in a business fraught with tight deadlines,
and where high-end four-color visual material just
can't be transmitted electronically. "Our sales people
make more sales calls than the competition. We
conscientiously track what comparable airline travel
costs would be, and I know for sure that with 700
flight hours logged per year, the Malibu Mirage
more than pays for itself."

"As a business asset I can prove the value
of the Malibu Mirage right on o'ur balance sheet.
As a customer relations tool, I let my growing
customer base tell that story."
For information on how you can put the
high-performance speed and economy of the newest
Malibu Mirage to work in your business, call Piper
Aircraft Corporation at 407.567.4361, ext. 2400.
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Intake / Exhaust Systems - Con?from Page 21

sized, because they usually are very
loose.
Another area that can cause potential
problems in the TSIO-520 is the
crossover attachment to the right-hand
turbocharger "T"fitting. There are two
variations of the "T"installed. The only
difference is that the "newer" tee has the
attach point for the crossover link more
rearward on the tee. If you are replacing
the "old" tee and install the link, the
crossover engagement will be less than
112". To correct this, the link that
attaches crossover must be modified by
drilling an extra hole.
The intake systems do not require as
much attention as the exhaust, but there
are still a few things that everyone should
be aware of. On both the Lycoming and

Continental engines, the intake systems
need to be tight. The Continentalengine
is more prone to, -and affected by intake leaks. The intake systems can be
checked for leaks by pressurizing them
with compressed air. Your Authorized
Piper Service Center should be familiar
with the process.
And speaking of intake systems, the
Lycoming engine throttlecontrol is more
susceptible to wear and engine
movement by the design of the system.
We have seen quite a few of the variable
absolute pressure controller shafts
wearing in the housings. This will cause
binding and manifold' pressure
fluctuations. Another area to look at is
the throttle rigging. The throttle needs
to be rigged in accordance with
Lycoming Service Instruction 1431 so
that the arm is on the controller's full
boost stop with the throttle at full

increase. This procedure will also
prevent fluctuations and is again familiar
to experienced Mirage technicians.
The Continental engine throttlelfuel
system is relatively maintenance free
once it is rigged and adjusted in
accordance with TCM Bulletin 89-10.
As mentioned before, keep the system
tight, and have fuel pump pressures
checked every 200 hours or so. The
pump adjustments will change due to
normal wear.
Most exhaust and intake problems
can be found by a visual inspection
during oil changes. The in-depth
inspection (pressurizing system,
bulletins, etc.) should be done at every
annual. Keeping an eye on these systems
will usually preventany surprises. Until
next issue, continue to be safe and enjoy
your aircraft. MWOPA

AIRCRAFTCOVERS
CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS
,

%.

Custom made for all makes, models, and modifications
Reduces interior temperature by approx. 25" F.
Prevents damage caused by leaking door and window seals.

Also Available:
Windshield Only

Horizontal

BRUCE'S CUSTOM COVERS

TOLL FREE (U.S.): 800/777-6402
PHONE 4081738-395!
FAX 4081738-272!

9 10 E. California Ave.
Sunnyvale,CA 94086

custom made utilizing the latest in fabric and sewing technology
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CALLUS AT 404-355-9682 FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF
COMPONENTS AND PRICES.

PLASTECH
CORPORATION
2080 GENERAL
TRUMAN
STREET,
N.W.

ATLANTA,
GEORGIA
30318

FAX:404-355-541 0

Trivia - Continued from Page 38

The Comet airframe, extensively
modified, was later "resurrected" in the
form of the Hawker Siddeley Nimrod, a
military airplane used for maritime
surveillance and anti-shiplsubmarine
warfare.
When we are loading our airplane
for maximum eficiency, does the
C.G.position make any difference?
You bet, unless of course we are
carrying our beloved Aunt Rose, who
doesn't believe that seat assignment is
the pilot's task (come to think of it, we
all have at least one aunt Rose).
Seriously, folks, it does make a
difference, as airlines have learned a
long time ago, and to them it translates
in many thousands ofdoliars saved every
year.
If you are thinking of aft C.G. as
being the most efficient, give yourself a
pat in the back. Let's see why. If we
look at the vertical forces acting on the
airplane in steady, non-acceleratedflight
(see Figure 3), we can see that the lift
thathas tobe developedby the horizontal
tail to balance the airplane is usually a
negative lift (in other words, a
download).
Unfortunately, every time you
apply an external down load to the
airplane, it adds to the weight of the
airplane itself (they are both pointing in
the same direction - down). The only
up-load that we have at our disposal to
counteract the sum of the downloads
and allow us to balance the airplane
(and maintain altitude) is the lift
produced by the wing (with a small
contribution from the fuselage).
Now, an interesting thing happens
as the C.G. moves aft. The nose-down
pitching moment (generated by the
airplane weight acting at some distance

from the center of lift) is minimized
and, therefore, the balancing negative
lift required from the horizontal tail is
also minimized.
Well, guess what, when the
balancing down-load on the tail is
minimized, the lift required from our
wing is also at a minimum. Therefore,
given the same airplane weight and
power setting, at aft C.G. we can fly at
a slightly shallowerangle of attack (since
less lift is required) that we would at
forward C.G., which translates into
flying a little faster (approximately 2
knots for the PA-46) for the same fuel
consumption.
It amounts to literally getting
something for nothing. Keep in mind,
however, that exceeding the published
aft C.G. limit not only goes against
FAR 91.9, but also violates the rules of
common sense, since acceptable flying
qualities (specifically longitudinal
stability characteristics) are no longer
assured or guaranteed.
How much would we save?
Assuming we fly an average of 400
hours per year at an average speed of
200 knots, the total distance that we
travel each year would be 80,000
nautical miles.
If we covered these 80,000 miles at
202 knots instead of 200, it would only
take us 396 hours, therefore saving 4
hours of flying time. At a conservative
average of 16 gallonshour, we would
use 64 gallons less fuel every year,
which would mean approximately $128
(at an average of $2/gal.) in your pocket
instead of out of the tailpipes.
With that kind of money, I can be
nice to aunt Rose and take her out for
dinner under the Golden Arches and
still have $120 left over.
Whv is the PA-46 main cabin
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door on the left side?
At the very start of the program, the
door had been placed on the right side.
However, someone pointed out that all
the Piper cabin class airplanes (Navajo,
Cheyenne and, yes, even the "long"
Cherokee-types -- Saratogaand Seneca)
had the door on the left. Therefore, to
maintain commonality, the switch was
made.
This was really a painless task
because the design was still at a very
early stage and no metal for a prototype
had been cut. Of course, once the
location of the door was finalized, the
location of the radar antenna on the
right wing was also finalized as a
consequence, thus placing the antenna
and its microwave radiation as far away
as possible from the occupants entering
and exiting the airplane.
Why did the PA-46-310P
have no tie-down rings?
My ears, and the ears of all the
other engineers on the airplane's
development team, are still ringing from
all the curses bestowed upon us for this
seeming oversight. Actually, it was no
oversight. Before youentertain thoughts
of bodily harm, let me explain.
The main gear is, of course, much
stronger as an anchoring point than any
tie-down ring that we could have added,
and it was already there, thus making
any additional tie-down rings sort of
redundant. To this day, if I really have
a need to tie the airplane down, I like to
use the gear, albeit not as convenient,
rather than any other tie-down rings. Go
ahead, find my picture someplace in this
magazine and stick that pin in it . . .
P.S. Please, folks, I was only
kidding about those telephone calls in
the middle of the night. M-MOPA
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he morning had started about
the same as any other morning
that I was scheduled to fly. I
knew that I had to go to Treasure Cay,
Abaco, Bahamas to pick up the boss,
who had been spending a few days there
soaking up some rays. I think he just
liked to get out on his buddy's big
fishing boat, after all, he lived in Florida,
did not go out in the sun that much and
there is no gambling on Abaco. I guess
I should say, no gambling casinos.
The take-off, departure and climb to
sixteen thousand had been uneventful
and routine. An unusual, quite uniform,
undercnst layer was just below the
Malibu. When I say just below, I am
estimating twenty or thirty feet. Above
the undercast, the sky was so bright and
sky blue in color, that it almost hurt your
eyes to look at it.

and still keep those figures in mind at all
times and felt safe with the cushion of
altitude, but stillthat little apprehension.
I would feeljust a little better when I got
off the undercast.
I glanced out to my eleven o'clock
low and there it was. A full circle
rainbow and the shadow of the Malibu
forming a perfectly focused silhouette
right in the middle of the rainbow.
The shadow was in such exact focus,
that I could even see where the sun was
shining through the co-pilots window
and out through the windshield on my
side and the shadow showing that open
space.
This was a thing which I had never
seen before and did not recall anyone
else having said that they saw it. I flew
on, in awe. I still recall the cold chills,
goose pimples, hair tingling and
quietness.

The sun at my three to four o clock
position and high, was shining and
reflecting from the undercast layer so
brightly, that it was just as hard to look
down. Wearing corrective lens, I have
never gotten into the habit of wearing
sunglasses, even though my lens are
UV treated, I just lowered the sunvisor
and squinted.

It was as if the engine had stopped
running; quietness. The air, so very
still, I could have stood a dime on edge
on the glareshield. It was not my
imagination. I recall my senses were
very acute.

I had just been reading some of the
negative press on the Malibu and to fill
time, I was going through the "what if'
check list. I had accumulatedquite a bit
of time in the Malibu and felt that it
could be trusted and also that I could
handle just about any emergency
through training and familiarity.

Then, all of a sudden, it dawned on
me, a camera! I was solo, but I looked
everywhere, without leaving the left
front. I had just cleaned out the aft
baggage, could not reach the front
baggage in flight. No camera under my
seat. Then I started getting mad at
myself for not carrying a camera.

Still you hate toread and thinkabout
negative items, especially when you're
flying over water, MLB direct MYTC.
On previous occasions, I had computed
the glide distancefrom differentaltitudes

I also remembered my buddy, he
used to carry a camera, just in case he
saw a automobile accident. He would
take pictures before anything had been
moved and then contact the owners and
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the attorneys with the photos. He even
got paid for some of them. I had no
camera and he was not with me.

I rode on staring at the shadow, for
what seemed like hours. People have
often asked me why I fly and is it really
worth it? Even now, I find that question
hard to put into words, the answer being
yes.
As a driver of a flying machine, I am
allowed to view many sightsearth bound
mortals are not privy to. A sunrise, a
sunset, stars, unusual cloud formations
or buildups and such. As I witness these
spectacular events a hidden part of me,
that I am not familiar with, awakens.
Realizing that I may be seeing
something which no other person, unless
they be inmy machine is witnessing, the
sight becomes more than just a
phenomenon of nature, it becomes a
moment in my life, a moment in time, a
reflection of a moment in some other
time, a moment for me alone.
ConverselyiI am disappointed that
the whole population of the world, or at
the very minimum, Jeanne is not with
me to see what I am seeing. Why is this
sight being offered to me today; solo?
"Me and my shadow" rode together
for about three or four minutes, it in
almost perfect focus.
Abruptly, my shadow and the
rainbow both just disappeared. Just a
few moments later the undercast deck
disappeared. Below, thedark blue water,
changing to the green shallow water of
the shoals, as I passed near Walkers
Continued on Page 44
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Cay. Treasure Cay dead ahead and a
hurry-down decent.
The boss was waiting at the airport
at our prearranged pickup time. I would
always kid him about being so punctual.
I could just about set my watch by his
arrivals. I am not complaining. As his
pilot, it certainly made my job a lot
easier.
The trip home was just a walk in the
park. He had such a good time on the
boat that he was going back the next
day. He just wanted to get some clean
clothes, check things at the "store" and
then back after anights sleep. He was in
such amellow, relaxed andrestedmode,
he said that I could bring my sweetheart
and lunch would be on him.
At home that evening, I discussed
the rainbow and the shadow with the
love of my life, Jeanne. She was glad
that it had happened and said that it was
probably a sign of "Glory". She chided
me for not having a camera and
consented to ride right seat the next
morning. Jeanne does not share my
love of flying. She is happy, because I
am happy flying. Other than that, she
looks upon flyingasquickerthandriving
between point A and point B.
Having loaded the owner and his
luggage, the three of us departed home
base and proceeded once again for the
Bahamas. On the flight back toTreasure
Cay and the boat, the boss dozed and
Jeanne chatted about her observations
of the Bahamian Customs and
Immigration Officers.
It is still amazing to me, her ability
to see things I never see. Sheinformed
me that I should pay close attention to
the creases in the always immaculate
officers' trousers. Her observations had
lead her to discover that the sharper the
crease in the trousers, the more respect
that Customs or Immigration Officer
expected; the question of it being

deserving will be left untouched by me.
I listened to her observational
statement and filed it away where I put
other trivial gems of wisdom. In the
numerous times that I have since
returned to the islands and see any
customs,immigrationor police officers,
I always remember what Jeanne said
and smile. I carefully observe their
usually knife-edge sharp creases and
have come to one conclusion, she, as
usual. was totally correct. On more than
one occasion, by recalling Jeanne's
observation, I have conducted arrivals
and departures with overdue respect
and have avoided confrontations.
With extraneous pomp and
circumstance, we quickly and
professionally cleared inbound and
outbound customs and immigrationsand
without further ado, found ourselves
climbing outbound and looking forward
to ribs at Bobby Rabbinos' mainland.
The winds and temperatures over
the water had not changed much from
the day before, due to the fact that I soon
found myself over the same type of a
undercast that I had experienced the day
before. Owing to about the same
departure hours of the two flights all of
the conditions were in place for a repeat
performance of the rainbow and the
silhouette. Jeanne yelled, "I see it, I see
it. Right side, behind the wing."
I have never seen her move so fast.
Out of the right front, camera in hand
and heading for the aft club seats for
photos. "I got it, I got it." The strange
thing is, the developed pictures, never
showed the rainbow and barely show
the shadow on the clouds.
Again, as yesterday, it was over
quickly. The remainder of the trip to
MLB was very quiet. Jeanne sat thinking
and appeared remote. She must have
been thinking what many pilots think,
about the meaning of it all.

skipped lunch, secured the aircraft and
without much conversation, headed
home. Arriving home, Iproceeded with
the paper work. Personal log book,
company tax log book and general post
flight and flight bag clean up. During
this time, Jeanne had gone to the mail
box and returning, stated I had received
no mail.
Proceeding to catch up my Jepp
plates, I was a little perturbed when
Jeanne came in the room and laid a
small book right the middle of my just
laid out approach plates. Turning to
really give her the dickens, I saw that
she was very pale and very serious.
Now what?
The little book she had laid down on
my plates was the kind that one gets in
the mail from time to time from churches
and other religious groups. Jeanne had
attached a small metal page holder to a
page and I started reading, while she
stood silent and motionless behind my
chair.
The story was about a woman, who
had to make a flight to see one of her
children who was quite sick and near
death. The woman had a fear of flying
and had never been on an aircraft of any
kind. Prior to her departure and while
en route to the airport, she stopped at a
church and prayed for her safety and
that of the flight. To her dislike, she had
no choice of travel due to time and with
reluctance boarded the airliner.
Immediately after takeoff, seated at a
window seat, she saw the outline of the
airliner inside a perfect circle of a
rainbow. She again prayed and thanked
the Lord for his message.
Jeanne? She now readily accepts
rides in the Malibu without trepidation.
Myself? When someone asks,
"Aren't you bothered about flying a
~alibu?"
"Not really, youjust have to believe."

For some unremembered reason, we
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COLUMBIA AIRCRAFT SALES, INC.
-

I
a
Groton New London Airport, Groton, Ct 06340

CALL GARY SAUNDERS
(203) 448-1234 or if busy (203) 449-8999
FAX (203)449-9924

NEW ENGLAND'S AUTHORIZED
PIPER

DISTRIBUTOR

DELIVERY POSITIONS A VAILABLE:

-

SERIAL NUMBER 196 JUNE 1995
SERIAL NUMBER 208 SEPT 1995
TRADES WELCOMED - ALL MAKES AND MODELS
COMPUTERIZED PARTS - AVIONICS
FAA REPAIR STATION

1-

-

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
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Malibu Maint. /Alerts- Continued from Page 18

switch at times to make hydraulic pump
work, gives no warning when it fails,
Piper PN 765-457. Parker Hannifin PN
112-00302.

Classified Rates
The classified advertising section includes used aircraft, services and used
equipment. Three column format (column width 2 3/16").
Regular line classified (42 typewritten
characters per line - including
spaces).
Per insertion

$35.00

Publisher reserves the right to refuse or
withdraw advertising. You will be invoiced for payment.

Display Rates
Inside Covers
Full Page
112 Page
One color and Full-Color rates available. Call Heather Blanchard at
M*MOPA Headquarters, Denver, CO

(303)399-1440.
Please call for cover requirements.
Send all advertising to the Publisher:
The Jemar Company
29041.1 North Patterson Street
Valdosta, Georgia 31602

-

FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in
America's Premier Fly-in Community.
4,000' paved lighted runway, paved taxiways, full service FBO, golf and tennis
Country Club, 24 hour security, 15minutes from Daytona Beach International
Airport and the Ocean. Pilots Serving
Pilots. Pat and Lenny Ohlsson, Spruce
Creek Fly-in Realty. 800-932-4437.
Evening 904-76 1-8804.

Textron Lycoming TIO-540
Oil Sump Gasket
This engine was installed in a Piper
Model PA-46-350P aircraft. When the
aircraft was parked after a flight, a large
amount of engine oil was found on the
engine cowling and belly.

-

Attitudes International, Inc.
St. Petersburg, Florida
(813) 821-6835

Initial & Refresher

The aircraft was washed to remove
the residual oil, and an engine
operational test showed the oil leak
source to be the sump mating surface on
the left side of the engine. A 3-inch
section of the gasket in this area was
extruded. A review of there service
records showed the engine had been
consuming approximately 1quart of oil
each 1.5 hours of operation. The
submitter stated the most probable cause
was "poor gasket material andlor
excessive case pressure from cylinder1
piston blow-by". Anotherpossiblecause
for this defect may have been overtorque
of the sump bolts during installation.
The original oil sump gasket (P/N
LW13306), for this engine, has been
superseded by an improved gasket (PIN
06B21326). A telephone call to the
Lycomingrepresentativeconfirmed that
the gasket with P/N LW 13306 was
originally installedonthe "widecylinder
flange engines", and the improved
gasket was installed on the "standard
cylinder flange engines." The parts
catalog still lists both gaskets; however,
the improved gasket has been approved
by the manufacturer as a replacement
part for the "wide cylinder flange
engines."
Part total time not reported.

October 11 - 15,1995 5th Annual
Convention - To be held in Hilton
Head, South Carolina.

The following facilities offer
initial andlor recurrent training
for the Malibu*Mirage:

I am happy to have been given the
opportunity to begin a new series, the
fist installment of which will appear in
the next issue of the magazine. MOPA
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Vero Beach. FL I Monthly
Olathe, KS 1Apr 7-9
San Diego, CA 1Apr 28 - 30
Pontiac, MI 1May 5-7
Sun Valley, ID I Jun 9-11
Albany, NY / Jul 14 - 16
Fond du Lac, WI I Jul 27 - 29
(Oshkosh)

Nantucket, MA / Sep 15 - 17
Or by appointment
Aviorion Training Management
Vero Beach, Florida
(407) 778-7815

Aspen, CO 1May 17 - 19
Portlarid, ME 1June 14 - 16
San Diego, CA Jul5 - 7
Or by Appointment
CIarkAviulion
Bloomington, Illinois
Call: 1-800-262-8247

Initial and Refresher training
provided on request. Jay Allen is
Director of Malibu Training.
Cloverfield Flight Training Center
Santa Monica, California
(310)397-2188

Initial and Refresher training
available at facility, or can dispatch
to owner's base on request.
F.A.C.T.O.R.Y., INC.
Vero Beach, Florida
(407) 562-5438

Refresher training on request
with Lester Kyle.
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class alternative

prop is even slightly
than a

King

to commonplace

Air B200.
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turboprop twins.

And it delivers comparable speed and
capabilities,

com-

1pelling, cabin- 1
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The PC-I2 single turboprop.
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PC-12 price tag and operating costs a r e
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Pilatus. You're in for a big surprise.

remarkably smaller.
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